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Executive Summary

For almost three decades the U.S. embargo of Cuba was part of Amer-
ica’s cold war strategy against the Soviet bloc. It should have been lifted
after that “war” ended since Castro ceased to threaten theUnited States
and its neighbors and adopted the standard rules of international be-
havior. But inertia, a powerful Cuban American lobby, and misguided
politicians set new demands: democracy, improved human rights, and
economic reform. When Castro demurred we tightened the sanctions
in 1992 and again in 1996 with the Helms-Burton Law. The United
States has never committed the resources necessary to overthrow Cas-
tro, however, and the pressures we have applied have utterly failed to
advance the three objectives.Worse yet, in the post–cold war world the
policy and political outlook that sustain it have become a strategic
liability. They promote conflict, both within Cuba—where a crisis
might draw in the U.S. military—and abroad, as occurred in 1999–
2000 after the arrival in Florida of the rafter boy, Elián González. They
allow pressure groups to stand in the way of the policy-making process
of the U.S. government. For example, the lobby manipulated wishy-
washy politicians in 1998–1999 and got the president to turn down a
widely supported proposal for a bipartisan commission to conduct the
first comprehensive evaluation of the policy in four decades. Finally,
the imperialistic Helms-Burton Law alienates allies worldwide and will
poison relations between the United States and Cuba for decades to
come. Castro will benefit nomatter what we do, but on balance he gains
more if we maintain the sanctions because they provide a scapegoat for
his own repression and economic failures even as they enable him to
maintain his cherished global image as the “scourge of U.S. imperial-
ism.” Castro can wage a worldwide campaign against the embargo to
bolster his image knowing Washington is too inflexible to change it.
Indeed, whenever Washington has lightened up, Castro has tightened
up and effectively prevented further improvement. Lifting sanctions
need not mean establishing friendly relations with Castro—which he
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would reject in any event—or supporting his efforts to get international
aid without meeting standard requirements. The ultimate responsibility
for maintaining this antiquated and potentially dangerous policy falls
on politicians who either do not understand the need for, or for political
reasons are afraid to support, a new policy to benefit both Americans
and Cubans in the post–cold war world.
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A STRATEGIC FLIP-FLOP
IN THE CARIBBEAN
Lift the Embargo on Cuba

For more than four decades Fidel Castro has fueled an acrimonious
dispute between supporters and opponents of both his government in
Cuba and himself and his activities around the world.1 During the cold
war, the dispute generally pittedMarxists and other harsh critics of U.S.
foreign policy against center-right opponents of communism in its var-
ied forms. TheMarxists and other critics tracedCastro’s hostility toward
theUnited States,Cuba’s political and economic problems, andCastro’s
Soviet-bloc alignment to Washington policies. The center-right oppo-
nents, more correctly, did not. Since the end of the cold war, however,
distinctions between left and right have becomeblurred onmany foreign
policy issues, from the bombing of Yugoslavia to Cuba. Within the
United States, disputes over U.S. policy toward Cuba have become
openly divisive because former anti-Castro colleagues now are at odds
with one another. Increasingly, longtimeAmerican critics of Castro and
his policies are concluding that, in the post–cold war era, the United
States needs a new policy toward the island. For some years the most
prominent critics of the embargo ranged from the late president Richard
Nixon through columnists William Buckley and George Will to the
first LatinAmericanist onPresidentReagan’sNational SecurityCouncil
staff, and analysts at the Cato Institute and Hoover Institution. With
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the initiative to set up a Presidential Bipartisan Commission on Cuba
launched in October 1998, the number of those openly and as a group
committed to at least seriously reevaluating current policy jumped ex-
ponentially. Among the supporters of a comprehensive reevaluation
were former secretaries of state George Shultz, Henry Kissinger, and
Lawrence Eagleburger and former Senate majority leader Howard H.
Baker Jr. By mid-December 1998 Senator JohnWarner and twenty-five
Senate colleagues, Republicans and Democrats, were calling for a bi-
partisan commission. This number included themajority of Republicans
(most of whom had supported the 1996 Helms-Burton Law)2 on the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee chaired by current embargo ar-
chitect Jesse Helms. Latent tensions flared in November 1999 when a
young Cuban boy was picked up off the coast of Florida after his mother
had drowned at sea trying to reach the states and when the pilot of a
small plane rented in the United States “bombed” Havana with pam-
phlets.3

The most militant supporters of the embargo today—who might be
called the embargo lobby—are mainly Cuban Americans, some mem-
bers of Congress from both major parties, a diminishing number of
professors and think tank analysts, and many people whose assets in
Cuba were confiscated nearly four decades ago.4 President Clinton has
occasionally dropped the political clichés and spoken frankly on Cuba.
For example, he has stated that Cuban Americans in Miami are largely
responsible for U.S. Cuba policy today and that, for all his criticism of
the embargo, Fidel Castro seems to do everything he can to maintain
it.5 Yet as a politician, his major official actions in 1992, 1996, and
1998–1999 brought about the worst aspects of current U.S. policy and
prevented a serious evaluation of the sanctions. His occasional efforts
to reduce tensions have been at best marginally successful, when they
didn’t actually backfire. All prominent hopefuls for the 2000 presiden-
tial election support some version of current policy. Most members of
Congress—even those who privately imply or admit they think other-
wise—still seem to think the lobby has enough votes, money, and
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decibels at its disposal to warrant continued hands-off treatment for
domestic political reasons.

The lobby is now led politically by the Cuban American and other
members of Congress and the Cuban American National Foundation
(CANF). Prominent individuals include Representatives Lincoln Dı́az-
Balart (R-FL), Robert Menéndez (D-NJ), and Ileana Ros-Lehtinen (R-
FL) and legislators from Florida, Indiana, North Carolina, and Indiana.
The lobby demonstrated its clout between October 1998 and January
1999, when it got the Clinton administration to reject the proposed
bipartisan commission.6 The three Cuban American legislators wrote
President Clinton in October 1998 calling the proposal for a commis-
sion “a blatant attempt by some elitist business interests to do what they
have been unable to do in Congress: circumvent the will of the Amer-
ican people. The idea is clearly a subterfuge intended to create pressure
to lift the embargo without securing freedom and democracy for the
Cuban people.”7 But, if embargo supporters really believe their case will
stand up to careful scrutiny, they did their cause a disservice by blocking
the commission. In fact, the shrill public statements and arm-twisting
typical of the embargo’s loudest spokespersons are alienating more and
more people, including former anti-Castro allies. What is more, the
most ardent advocates are not bothered by facts. For example, they say
“the will of the American people” is to maintain the embargo, but a
recent Gallup poll shows that only 42 percent of those polled support
the embargo while 51 percent oppose it.8 Still for now the bottom line
in Washington is that, on a policy of marginal interest to most Ameri-
cans, a highly focused pressure group can wield political and economic
clout few politicians have the political courage to contend with in the
electoral marketplace.

Too often today the main issues raised, particularly by the most
militant politicians and political activists who support sanctions, seem
to be driven by an understandable but misguided and counterproductive
vendetta against Fidel Castro that smacks of hysteria and cold war
politics. For example, those who urge the lifting of sanctions are often
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said to be “soft” on Castro, lack concern for the plight of the Cuban
people and their desire for liberty, or be driven by an insatiable craving
for money. But although some who support ending sanctions are indeed
one or more of the above,many have a long record proving the contrary.
Too many embargo supporters seem to have studied strategy and tactics
with Don Quixote; they simply brandish slightly updated versions of
old leftist/rightist clichés to tilt with windmills guarded by straw men.
The tragic commentary onU.S. policy towardCuba is thatDonQuixote
invariably wins.

This kind of pseudoargumentation effectively sidesteps—one must
assume it is on purpose—the real issues, for the main challenge today is
not who is tough or soft on Castro but what is the most productive way
to deal with him and Cuba under post–cold war conditions.9 As Henry
Kissinger wrote in mid-1998, in a different but parallel situation, what-
ever chance sanctions have of working “depends on the ability to define
an achievable objective.”10 U.S. policy toward Cuba today has no
achievable objective. Just about the only people who benefit from it
now are those who manipulate it for political purposes, mainly Castro
and those in the United States who have made a career of fighting him
in uncompromising terms. U.S. foreign policy should be built on more
solid foundations and on behalf of broader constituencies.

In recent years, several mainly nongovernment commissions and
organizations have examined U.S.-Cuban relations from a variety of
perspectives. In 1995, for example, anAtlantic Council study dealt with
“the range of topics that will need to be addressed once decisions are
made to restore normal relations with a Cuba whose leaders are com-
mitted to establishing a fully democratic system of government.” In
January 1999 the Council on Foreign Relations produced a program for
restoring relations step by step; in early 1999 the RAND Corporation
published the results of a broader forum conducted the year before.11

There have been others, but none has been a detailed critique of
current policy such as would have been produced by the bipartisan
commission, whichwas aborted by a compromising president. This essay
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is intended to provide at least some of the facts and analyses Cuban
Americans, the Congress, and the president, by their actions, show they
don’t want Americans to know. It begins with a brief introduction to
Fidel Castro, moves to a discussion of embargoes generally and the
embargo of Cuba in particular, explaining why Castro gains more from
keeping sanctions than from having them lifted but stands to win or
lose some either way. Much of the study focuses on problems with U.S.
policy today, particularly as embodied in its current formulation, the
1996 Helms-Burton Law. The analysis then turns to several general
issues that should be considered in the discussion, including the long-
term negative impact the 1996 law will have on U.S.-Cuban relations.
In deference to those who focus their support for the embargo on its
“morality,” we discuss that aspect before turning to the path of serious
reform that might be undertaken by Fidel and perhaps Raúl Castro in
the years ahead and a conclusion.

Fidel Castro’s Roots

For more than five decades, Fidel Castro’s actions have suggested two
dominant compulsions that, for four decades, shaped the lives of the
Cuban people, dictated the Maximum Leader’s international alliances,
disrupted many lives and countries around the world, and determined
the direction of U.S. relations with Cuba. As discussed in detail by
Edward González and David Ronfeldt in a RAND Corporation study,
these compulsions are opposition to the United States and everything
Castro associates with this country, particularly its economic system,
and an ego that demands gratification beyond the confines of a Carib-
bean island.12

In 1958, before he had even taken power by overthrowing then
dictator Fulgencio Batista, Castro wrote a letter to his close colleague
Célia Sánchez, saying: “When this war [against Batista] is over a much
wider and bigger war will commence for me: the war I am going to wage
against them [the United States]. I am aware that this is my true des-
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tiny.”13 In the early 1960s Castro became an ally of the Soviet bloc but
not because he believed in communism. Rather, Castro’s words and
actions over the decades suggest that he is instead a brilliant opportunist
who adopts and adapts the relevant portions of whatever ideology seems
to serve his interests at the moment. His great inspiration as a youth
was Adolph Hitler, and by far the most famous lines he has delivered
in tens of thousands of hours of speeches—“Condemn me, it does not
matter. History will absolve me”—are simply a clever paraphrase of the
conclusion of Hitler’s self-defense after the Beer Hall Putsch in 1923.14

Castro became a nominalMarxist-Leninist in the early 1960s for several
interrelated reasons.15 First, during the cold war communism gave his
opposition to the United States and imperialism an intellectual coher-
ence and respectability in many quarters around the world. But second,
and more important, as a Marxist-Leninist he could be an ally of the
Soviet Union, which for its own geostrategic reasons sought support
from a government in theWesternHemisphere with a commonmission
to destroy “U.S. imperialism.” This alliance allowedCastro to challenge
Washington from behind the once formidable Soviet shield and assured
him that Moscow and its bloc would bail him out of any self-inflicted
domestic economic crises.16 Only with this support and in this cold war
context could Castro have been the international persona he was for
decades and rallied so many to his “anti-imperialist” cause, from Latin
America to Africa and Asia. Given these two driving forces he would
have been foolish—and in promoting his own interests Castro is no
fool—to persist in openly admiring Hitler or allying himself with Mao
Zedong and his then weak, impoverished China. In fact, when Castro
became “pro-Soviet” he became militantly hostile toward China’s lead-
ers even though his pseudo Marxism usually was much closer to Mao’s
than to that of his patrons in Moscow.17

But whatever his proclaimed ideological base, Castro has regularly
convinced many outsiders that Cubans in general have gained far more
from his forty years in power than they would have under a “bourgeois
democratic” or any other kind of leader.18 Although this claim cannot
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be settled since the alternative never occurred, much history and tes-
timony of those who worked with Castro suggest that he sacrificed
general well-being for his personal objectives. For example, longtime
Interior Ministry official Juan Antonio Rodrı́guez Menier, who worked
directly with the Cuban leader, writes: “Fidel Castro has convinced
many Cubans and others abroad that he is the champion of the poor
when, in fact, he has manipulated the poverty of his once relatively
well-off country in order to maintain his personal power and pursue his
private agenda.”19 Castro is indeed the “great feigner and dissembler”
Machiavelli described in The Prince, one who is surrounded both at
home and abroad by “those who allow themselves to be deceived”—or
whose interests are served for a time by cooperating with him.20

Castro and the Post-Soviet World

When the Soviet bloc collapsed, Cuba fell into what Castro himself has
called the deepest economic crisis in the country’s history. Cuba was a
member of the Soviet bloc’s Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(Comecon), an alignment that made the island as dependent on the
bloc as it had been on the United States on the eve of Castro’s victory.21

With Comecon’s demise, Cuba’s international trade and national pro-
duction dived by an estimated 40 percent. As the only remaining sat-
ellite of a burned-out trade universe, Cuba had no significant surviving
trade or barter partners, no convertible currency, no foreign exchange
to buy from other countries, and fewhigh-quality domestically produced
products to sell abroad. Over time, this forced a reluctant Castro to
make—but not always to maintain—modest economic changes in cer-
tain areas to help Cubans cope with life in this difficult “special period
in a time of peace.” At the same time, Castro has defiantly refused to
reform, radically or systematically, Cuba’s economy away from failed
statism. Indeed, at the most recent Cuban Communist Party Congress
in October 1997, he claimed that “socialism” would be maintained in
Cuba at all costs, as he did during the November 1999 Iberoamerican
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summit in Havana.22 Although state control of the economy in Cuba
has slipped slightly and limited pressures have mounted for political
change, politics has remainedmonolithic and themilitary has remained
loyal. Even so, recognizing mortality, Castro has taken steps to try to
assure that his brother Raúl will succeed him—if indeed Raúl survives
Fidel—and govern, probably in cooperation with National Assembly
president Ricardo Alarcón and/or some other younger party leaders.23

By the late 1990s Cuba’s economy had stabilized, though many Cubans
say living conditions are worse at the beginning of the new millennium
than they were five years earlier, during the official lowest point in the
nation’s economic crisis.24

The end of the cold war didn’t end Castro’s criticism of the United
States. His targets now range from the embargo in particular to Wash-
ington’s orientation in general. U.S.-supported globalism, he said in
mid-1998, is “unsustainable” and will result in an “inevitable” crisis
worldwide, a comment that gained credibility as international economic
problems increased in Asia, Russia, and Latin America. In September
1998 in Durban, South Africa, in the wake of U.S. air attacks on Iraq,
he told delegates at the Non-Aligned Movement summit that “it was
hard enough to withstand theworldwide feud between two superpowers,
but to live under the total hegemony of only one is still worse.” The
U.S-led NATO attack on Yugoslavia in 1999 gave Castro and much of
the world tangible evidence of what the Cuban leader called the con-
tinuing threat of “U.S. imperialism” to individual countries and the
world. Indeed, after NATO had bombed Yugoslavia for seventy-eight
days, Castro could claim that in some ways Russia, China, and many
other countries were “on his side” because of their concern for or anger
at Washington’s actual and threatened assault on national sovereignty
worldwide. The embargo of Cuba allows Castro to paint himself as an
early victim ofWashington, whereas the bombing of Yugoslavia and the
“Clinton doctrine” gave him grounds for arguing that, unless the world
unites to protect itself, Washington as the sole superpower will find
more victims like Yugoslavia—and maybe Cuba—in the future.25
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The Embargo Then and Now

The embargo of Cuba was imposed by the United States when Castro
nationalized U.S. properties in Cuba, established links to the Soviet
bloc, and supported assorted anti-American countries and organizations
in the context of the cold war. Although they did not bring Castro’s
government down, the sanctions made strategic sense for three decades
because Cuba’s global involvement in Soviet-promoted aggression was
contrary to U.S. interests. In accordance with U.S. cold war objectives,
the embargo complicated Castro’s support for armed groups and other
anti-U.S. activities—both in cooperation with and independent of the
Soviet bloc—and for decades helped make Cuba the greatest Third
World drain on a deteriorating Soviet economy.

The logical U.S. response to the collapse of the BerlinWall and the
end of the cold war would have been to lift the embargo unilaterally, as
it had been imposed, since the main conditions the embargo responded
to were gone. The cold war was over, with its division of the world into
competing political, economic, and military camps, as was Cuba as a
significant strategic challenge and active patron of international sub-
version. The one additional factor that led to the embargo—the na-
tionalization of U.S. properties after 1959—can never be resolved by
an embargo. Lifting the sanctions would not require establishing close
relations with Havana, which most Americans would not have wanted
and Castro himself would have rejected in any event.

But when the cold war ended, Washington and the Cuban Ameri-
can communities in Florida and New Jersey devised new reasons for
maintaining—even tightening—the embargo. Although some in the
embargo lobby continue to argue that Castro is a strategic threat to the
United States, this argument probably doesn’t even convince most of
those who make it; thus the essence of the new critique of Cuba has
had to shift. As one of Clinton’s special advisers on Cuba said, Wash-
ington “moved the goalposts.”26 On 20 March 1998 President Clinton
summarized the alleged U.S. objective of the 1990s: “The overarching
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goal of American policy must be to promote a peaceful transition to
democracy on the island.” A State Department official added that “a
fundamental premise of our policy toward Cuba has been that the
current Cuban Government will not institute political and economic
change unless it has to,” and thus Washington will have to apply what-
ever pressure is needed, alone if necessary, to bring the change.27

The problem with U.S. policy is not that democracy and human
rights are bad things to promote but that they cannot be achieved or
even advanced in Cuba under present circumstances with the resources
the United States is willing to commit.28 Therefore, there is an unbrid-
geable gap between the high goals we proclaim and our ability to bring
them about. It is as facile as it is futile for the U.S. government or the
CANF or whomever to simply proclaim “Castro must go,” for, like the
police in Gilbert and Sullivan’s operetta Pirates of Penzance, history has
shown that he “won’t go,” at least not according to our timetable.

This state of affairs has led to a great deal of superficial and tortured
commentary by most embargo supporters, even from generally percep-
tive and informed analysts. A political adviser to one Republican pres-
idential candidate took a disarmingly flip approach to the problemwhen
she was asked if the United States should “normalize relations” with
Cuba. “Not as long as Fidel Castro holds power,” she quipped. “Castro
‘bet on the wrong horse,’ and he should pay for it.”29 Edward González
and Richard Nuccio took a more serious look at the question but also
oversimplified when discussing what they termed the two opposing camps
in this policy dispute. Immediately after quoting the present authors as
representatives of the antiembargo pole, González and Nuccio state the
alleged assumptions of all of us in this “pole”:

• “First, however halting it may be, Cuba is undergoing a process of
system change comparable to the transitions that gripped post-
Maoist China, Gorbachev’s Soviet Union, and post-1987 Viet-
nam.
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• Second, current U.S. policy toward Cuba is driven primarily if not
exclusively by domestic politics because of the influence of the
right-wing Cuban-American community, and the importance of
Florida and New Jersey as key electoral states.

• Third, whereas our present confrontational and punitive policy
serves as a brake on Cuba’s transition, a more conciliatory policy
would help accelerate economic andpolitical reforms in that coun-
try.”

They continue that “these assumptions are questionable. They are not
grounded in Cuba’s current reality.”30

But these are precisely the kinds of characterizations and clichés—
the Don Quixote approach—that serious analysts must transcend. Ei-
ther supporters of current policy still don’t understand what some critics
are saying, or they are simply setting up straw men who can be bumped
off to prop up a bankrupt policy. Not all critics of the embargo believe
most of what González and Nuccio attribute to them, as will be shown
below. For now, suffice it to say that we reject the first assumption
outright, largely agree with the second, and believe the third is an open
question.

Before beginning a detailed critique of the embargo, it may be
instructive to look at an inclusive statement by the most important
sanctions support group in the United States, the Cuban American
National Foundation. The full CANF response to its own question—
“Has the U.S. embargo against the Castro regime been successful?”—is
as follows: “The trade prohibition imposed on Castro’s regime advances
four important U.S. policy objectives, which also serve the interests of
the Cuban people.

• First, it is an enduring symbol of this country’s firm stance against
totalitarianism and a clear message to those who would rule by the
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force of violence and repression rather than the will of reason and
public consent.

• Second, it forced the Soviet Union to pay a tremendous, and
ultimately unsustainable, price (approximately $100 billion since
1960) in order to maintain a far-reaching military outpost and
subsidize an aggressively hostile Marxist dictatorship in the West-
ern Hemisphere.

• Third, it limited Castro’s ability to self-generate the resources
necessary to project military power and support communist insur-
gencies abroad.

• Fourth, it limits Castro’s ability to provide his inner circle and the
privileged nomenklatura of the Communist Party with the perks
and prerogatives essential to maintaining their loyalty to theMax-
imum Leader.

“As a result,” CANF argues, “the embargo today serves as the major
obstacle to the finding of substitute markets, credit and assistance at the
crucial time when the Eastern bloc, Castro’s former political and eco-
nomic base of support, has collapsed. With nowhere to turn for aid,
Castro must reform or leave. Since he is incapable of reform, he will be
forced from power, perhaps by the same ones who until the day before
were part of his entourage.”31

Although comments on these points will be made throughout this
essay, a brief response to these alleged “successes” of the embargo will
put the CANF commentary and much proembargo argumentation in
perspective. First note that the question is in the present tense, as it
should be, saying the embargo “advances”U.S. objectives andwill “serve
the interests” of the Cuban people. But then note that two of the four
“important objectives”—numbers 2 and 3—are quite rightly discussed
in the past tense since they have already been achieved; that is to say,
they are irrelevant to policy today. On the third point, it should be
added that Castro did not stop supporting foreign insurgencies because
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he lacked resources; he did so because few people in other countries
retained any interest in armed insurgencies and because he could not
continue supporting insurgencies and be an active participant in the
contemporary international system, which he is almost everywhere ex-
cept in Miami and Washington. For example, Castro could never have
hosted the ninth annual Iberoamerican summit inHavana inNovember
1999 if he had still been supporting guerrilla bands around the hemi-
sphere, that is, if he had not adopted a new international posture.

The CANF’s other two proofs of the success of the embargo are at
least properly in the present tense. Indeed, U.S. policy can be read as
symbolizing a refusal to accept totalitarianism or as evidence of Amer-
ica’s continuing “imperialistic” intervention in the affairs of smaller
countries, which is the reading of the overwhelming majority of people
outsideMiami andWashington.Howhigh is the price theCubanpeople
must pay day by day and year by year for the maintenance of this
“symbol”? Finally, it may be correct that the embargo makes it harder
for Castro to keep his most loyal supporters happy, though we have little
or no empirical evidence of this. In any event this “benefit,” if it exists,
has to be weighed alongside the other gains and losses, discussed below,
of the entire policy. For now, although it is true that conditions in Cuba
might possibly lead to a coup against Castro by some of his leadership
circle, it is less likely to come because they were deprived of payoffs by
a discredited leader than because they see reform as necessary for the
country and their own careers.32 A decade ago, the one increasingly
reform-oriented section of the government was the upper level of the
Ministry of the Interior, the well-rewarded body that protects and pro-
motes Fidel, which would be the last group to have its perks cut today
or any time. The embargo does somewhat complicate Castro’s search
for foreign support, but the two sides in the embargo disagree onwhether
this is good or bad for the Cuban people.

The present study supports a reversal in U.S. policy because the
embargo now
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1. Polarizes Cubans in Cuba and abroad; thus to the extent that
the pressure is significant it increases the prospects for an even-
tual civil war rather than the “peaceful transition” U.S. leaders
say they seek, and this in turn raises the prospects of a costly
U.S. military intervention in Cuba to prevent Castro from
crushing the reformers.33

2. Sets the stage for innumerable small encounters that could
escalate. For example, what if the bomber on 1 January 2000
had dropped explosives rather than leaflets, or if Castro had
shot him down as he did two Cessnas that allegedly overflew
Cuban territorial waters in 1996? As it was, Castro sent up two
MiGs and the United States launched an F-16. The flight was
not illegal under U.S. law, and since many in Miami hailed it
as a heroic act, the same thing could easily happen again. Also,
CubanAmericanhawks closed down parts ofMiami and stoked
international tensions, calling the Immigration and Naturali-
zation Service (INS) decision in early January 2000 to send
Elián González back to his father in Cuba a sellout to Castro.
The abandon with which many advocates of family values cast
aside the rights of the boy’s father shows how politicized this
matter has become.

3. Encourages determined pressure groups to lobby a constantly
compromising U.S. executive and Congress in such a way as to
threaten the essential interaction of several branches of the
government in the analysis and defense of U.S. interests.

4. Antagonizes our allies around the world, complicating coop-
eration on other important issues.

5. Sets the stage for new generations of hostility between Cubans
and Americans because of the imperialistic demands of the
Torricelli Act and especially the Helms-Burton Law.

6. Serves more than it than impedes Castro’s own interests by
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providing a scapegoat for his hopeless economic policies and
continuing domestic repression, making him the target of a
U.S. vendetta that is condemned by the rest of the world and
thus enables him to maintain at least a vestige of his all-im-
portant self-portrayal as a defiant warrior against “U.S. impe-
rialism.”

7. Imposes at least some degree of additional hardship on the
Cuban people with no evidence that these hardships will im-
prove their living conditions now or in the foreseeable future.
Washington claims its policy is on behalf of the Cuban people,
though there is no significant evidence that the Cuban people
support the embargo and many indications that they do not.
Even the majority of activists reportedly want it lifted.34

8. Makes critically important cooperation between and among
Cubans in Cuba and abroad in the eventual post-Castro period
more difficult to achieve.

9. Has at least a better chance of opening up society and the
economy than current policy, which does nothing of the sort.

10. Is so cluttered with contradictions and inconsistencies it has
become a dishonest, embarrassing, and pernicious policy un-
worthy of the United States.

A few embargo supporters try to defuse criticism by maintaining
that sanctions are valuable because they can “weaken a target country”
even if they don’t “bring surrender on key issues.” According to an
analyst featured in a CANF newsletter, the critics of the embargo have
“set the bar too high.”35 But that bar—the proclaimed goals of the
embargo—is the one set by the U.S. government and most supporters
of the sanctions, not by the critics who simplymeasure the policy against
its stated objectives.
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Embargoes and Foreign Policy

One analyst who defends the embargo argues that “the elimination of
economic sanctions as a foreign policy tool . . . would leave our govern-
ment with just two alternatives: words or war.” Another observes that
“economic sanctions are an invention of liberal statesmanship, a kind
of peaceful alternative to the massive death and destruction caused by
armed conflict. If trade embargoes are inhumane, the practice of bomb-
ing cities is infinitely more so.”36 First, the argument here is not that
embargoes should never be used but that they should be applied only
when they have a realistic chance of achieving a specified, desirable
national and/or international—not domestic partisan political—objec-
tive. If the only foreign policy alternatives really were between words
and “bombing cities,” one might well subscribe to the Clinton admin-
istration’s practice of applying unilateral or multilateral sanctions more
often than all other presidents since the end ofWorldWar I combined.37

But there are subtle options between words—what kind of words?—and
bombs. What is more, when a policy is not working or is counterpro-
ductive, an honorable and rational nation should end that policy even
if there is no obviously better thing to do. In the Cuban case, for
example, the alternative of no sanctions is itself an improvement over
current policy because it reduces the chances of negative fallout coming
from the sanctions.

Gary Hufbauer and colleagues affiliated with the Institute of Inter-
national Economics have conducted extensive studies of the embargoes
of recent decades and found them to be ineffective in most cases. Jeffrey
Schott told aHouse committee in June 1998 that in the 1990s sanctions
have been successful in less than 20 percent of cases, even when “suc-
cess” is defined as no more than making “a modest contribution to at
least the partial achievement” of policy objectives. Among modern
sanctions, Hufbauer concludes, the embargo of Cuba is one of the
“unqualified failures.”38 With respect to sanctions as an alternative to
words and guns,Hufbauer correctlywarns: “When the president imposes
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comprehensive sanctions on an authoritarian regime, he should view
those sanctions as a prelude to an exercise of military force, not as a
substitute for force. Unless we are prepared to remove bad governments
with military force, we have no business heaping prolonged punishment
on innocent people.”

The embargo of Cuba is even less likely to reform or get rid of Castro
than embargoes alone could have reformedor removedManuelAntonio
Noriega in Panama in the late 1980s or the generals in Haiti five years
later. After trashing the frail economies in Panama and Haiti, and
making subsequent economic recoverymore difficult, theUnited States
finally opted for a military solution in both instances, in the Haitian
case with international support. The problem of repairing the ravaged
economy in Cuba will be all the greater because Castro’s misdirected
policies and the embargo have lasted for decades. The challenge of
recovery will be additionally complicated because U.S. policy is setting
Cubans in Cuba against one another and in many respects turning most
Cubans in Cuba against most Cubans in exile. Memories of these con-
flicts, which will not be easily forgotten when the Castros leave the
scene, will complicate the period of transition, particularly because
many Cuban-Americans will return far wealthier than Cuban Cubans
and with what will be seen as Washington’s blessing.39

Nevertheless, many U.S. politicians, led by President Clinton and
Senator Jesse Helms, have become wedded to what Hufbauer has called
this “snake oil of diplomacy.”40 These embargoes range from relatively
insignificant measures to would-be brutal attacks on the economic life
of a country: from the embargo of Cuba through denying basic supplies
to the people of Iraq for a decade in a futile effort to overthrow Saddam
Hussein to refusing to provide provisions for heating for Yugoslav Serbs
in the winter of 1999–2000—after NATO bombed out their infrastruc-
ture in mid-1999—because to do so might possibly prolong the rule of
Slobodan Milosevic. These sanctions allow politicians to pretend they
are doing something to oppose bad and/or unpopular rulers abroadwhen
in fact they usually are only making conditions in the target nations
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worse to no constructive end. Of course politicians convey the false
image of toughness or “principle” to their constituents since, except for
the most naive—who actually think the policy might work—that is the
primary reason for the embargo in the first place. With notable excep-
tions, they ignore the impact the policy is having on the target country,
if they even know what it is.41 The media usually don’t say much either,
or Americans don’t follow what is reported so they don’t really need to
“trouble themselves” with the “unpleasant” consequences their policies
have, often for years and years, in the target country. If presidents and
other politicians were really—instead of just politically—conscientious
about foreign policy and its impact abroad, theywould thinkmuchmore
carefully than they do about imposing a new embargo each time a
difference of opinion with another country arises. In recent years sanc-
tions have become what Senator Richard Lugar correctly describes as
“a roadblock to prudent diplomacy” and the variety of different options
available to us. Although other options may not work, they are at least
unlikely to have as destructive an impact on the target countries as
embargoes do.42

Why Castro (Mostly) Wants the Embargo

Fidel Castro is in a good position when it comes to the embargo. He
gains if it is lifted, though he also benefits in important ways from its
continuation. If the sanctions are removed, money will come in more
easily through trade and investments, thus providing funds to keep
security and military personnel happier and perhaps even to raise min-
imally the living standards of the people. Much evidence suggests, how-
ever, that Castro personally benefits more from the continuation of
what he calls the “blockade.” The sanctions enable Castro to continue
condemning the United States and playing at least some role on the
world stage. Condemnations of the embargo and, since mid-1999, of
U.S. (i.e., NATO) policies in the Balkans allow Castro to forcibly
maintain his critique of “U.S. imperialism” continuing around the
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world. The embargo gives Castro grounds for claiming that, even during
a period of expanding market reforms in much of the world, the United
Stateswill not tolerate even one alternate approach to economic growth
in its geographic neighborhood. He can keep his “anti-imperialist” im-
age by pointing to increasing U.S. pressures on Cuba even as Havana
plays by most of the accepted rules of international relations and is
accepted by almost all other nations of the world. He knows that, more
than anything else, the embargo to some degree keeps him from becom-
ing just another in a centuries-long string of failed Latin American
dictators. Nothing would be more humiliating to Castro than to have
to live his final years as an old, irrelevant anachronism. Nothing would
come so close to “killing”himwhile he is still alive as lifting the embargo.
As it is, U.S. intervention in Cuba, Yugoslavia, and other countries
gives some meaning to his waning years.

On Pope John Paul II’s arrival in Cuba in January 1998, Castro
charged that the embargo was “suffocating” Cuba. That is nonsense.
Cuba’s economic problems are the result of Castro’s own failed past
alliances and past and present policies. He is now free to trade with
virtually every country in the world except the United States. The
embargo is mainly just a nuisance in economic terms, and the pope even
chided Cuban leaders for blaming theUnited States for so many of their
ills. Castro and some of his top aides sometimes admit as much.43 Yet
the more embargo supporters proclaim the importance of the sanctions,
the more they fatten the scapegoat argument for Castro and Castro’s
claim that the United States—rather than his own policies—is respon-
sible for Cuba’s dismal economy and repression.

Some embargo supporters are indignantwhen critics say this “scape-
goat” fools the Cuban people.44 Of course it doesn’t fool many Cubans,
who know a lot better what is happening on the island thanWashington
politicians or CubanAmericans. The scapegoat line is persuasive largely
in many foreign countries where Castro and conditions in Cuba are
more matters of myth than fact, and where the myth is fed constantly
by the globally rejected U.S. embargo. Even one prominent sanctions
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supporter seems to acknowledge thatCastro’smain interest lies inmain-
taining rather than eliminating the sanctions: “Although Cuban offi-
cials will readily admit that getting theU.S. embargo lifted is thenumber
one foreign policy priority,” he writes, “arousing international sympathy
for the Castro regime (and what amounts to the same thing, provoking
hostility toward the United States) may well be the real name of the
game rather than achieving the stated objective.”45 By the end of 1999
Cuba’s National Assembly—that is, Fidel Castro—was insisting that
U.S. officials be held responsible for the deaths and sufferings of Cubans
as a result of an embargo that, the body says, “constitutes an act of
genocide.” Assembly president Ricardo Alarcón told the U.N. General
Assembly in November 1999 that Havana would file a lawsuit against
the United States for more than $100 billion in damages.46

There is good reason to conclude that Castro has deliberately coun-
tered any wavering in America’s determination to keep him as its po-
litical and moral pariah; that is, many of his words and actions suggest
that Castro will act vigorously when he senses any move away from
sanctions in the U.S. government. For example, in late 1995 Castro saw
that theU.S.Congress was considering a newbill—authored by Senator
Jesse Helms and Representative Dan Burton—to further tighten the
sanctions. Seemingly worried because the Senate had cut out the tough-
est clauses in committee, Castro exercised his veto over U.S. policy on
24 February 1996 by ordering Cuban MiG fighters to shoot down two
unarmed Cessnas flown by a Miami-based Cuban American organiza-
tion calledBrothers to theRescue.47Although some commentators have
argued that theCubanAmericanplaneswere shot downby rogueCuban
pilots, this explanation is unconvincing because of Castro’s personal
control over decisions affecting policy toward the United States, a
control embargo supporters themselves generally insist on in other con-
texts. Indeed, after the planes were shot down was it learned that the
Brothers had been infiltrated by at least one Cuban agent and that the
shootdown was planned in advance.48 Other analysts have speculated
that, because the Brothers had provoked Castro on many occasions, the
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Cuban leader decided to punish them and at the same time show other
Cubans that he would turn the military loose on anyone who dared to
challenge him.

But the Cuban people know full well that Castro will do whatever
he needs to in order maintain control; they have, after all, lived with
him for decades. So although these matters may have figured into Cas-
tro’s calculations, they could not have been decisive.49 If improving
relations with the United States and getting the embargo lifted were
really Castro’s top priority, he would never have shot down the planes
just as a bill presented by the embargo lobby was being emasculated by
Congress. Castro is not as stupid and short-sighted about the timing of
his actions as some of his critics would have us believe. It could hardly
have come as a surprise to Castro that immediately after the planes were
shot down the toughest clauses were restored to the Helms-Burton Law,
as discussed below, or that Clinton would sign it. As for the reaction of
other governments around the world, Castro undoubtedly calculated
that most would consider what he did justified or that it did not warrant
such a severe response from the United States or that in any event it
would be quickly forgotten. Of course he was right, as United Nations
votes discussed below demonstrate. The shootdownmeant the embargo
would not only continue but be tightened. Thus again, unless one argues
that Castro is a fool, the decision to shoot down the planes was taken
in full knowledge that it would delay by years the lifting of the embargo
and the possibility of better relations with the United States.

Another demonstration of Castro’s contempt for any U.S. move
toward conciliation occurred just weeks after Clinton slightly eased
some conditions of the embargo in January 1999.50 The next month
Castro proclaimed a tough new law to punish those he calls criminals
and subversives; according to human rights activist Elizardo Sánchez
the end of the year 1999 saw “one of the largest waves of political
repression” in twenty years.51 What this shows once again is that Castro
represses when he thinks it serves his interests irrespective of what
Washington and Miami want or do. In fact, his timing suggests that
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conciliatory actions by the United States sometimes have just the op-
posite impact from that intended by U.S. leaders, namely, they provoke
Castro to increase repression. In November 1999 Sánchez even pre-
dicted that, after the Iberoamerican summit, during which he and some
other Cuban dissidents were permitted to talk to visiting foreign dig-
nitaries, the government would “harden its discourse and its positions
on internal and external politics.”52

A Pernicious Law of Shreds and Patches

After the end of the cold war, President Clinton and the U.S. Congress
twice tightened the embargo. First, they agreed on the so-called Cuban
Democracy Act (Torricelli Act) in 1992, which among other things
prohibited U.S.-owned or -controlled subsidiaries located abroad from
doing business with Cuba. President George Bush wisely rejected New
Jersey senator Robert Torricelli’s plan until CubanAmerican supporters
of candidate Bill Clinton convinced him to endorse it during the 1992
presidential primaries in Florida. After that, undoubtedly for domestic
political purposes, Bush concluded he had to do the same and signed
the act when it was handed to him by Congress. The “just one more
squeeze and Castro will collapse” argument made at least some sense in
1992, when many Americans thought that, with the end of massive
Soviet bloc support, the rapid worsening of Cuba’s post-Soviet economy
would soon bring Castro down.53

Four years later, Congress and the president approved the Cuban
Liberty and Democratic Solidarity Act (Helms-Burton Law), another
matter altogether from the Torricelli Act, however desirable some but
by no means all of its stated purposes seem on paper. In fact, many
senators understood that Helms-Burton was bad policy, which is why
they took out some objectionable passages in late 1995. (Predictably,
they weren’t about to shoot it down altogether, which is what they
should have done.) But when Castro shot down the unarmed planes,
“righteous indignation” and domestic politics overwhelmed serious
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analysis and objective national interests, prompting immediate passage
of just about the worst that Helms and Burton could devise. One chief
drafter of the law says its objective was to “break the status quo through
a proactive American policy to encourage the demise of Castro’s re-
pressive regime and to lay the foundation for American support of
Cuba’s democratic transition.”54 But it has done nothing of the sort so
far and won’t in the future. In addition, it took Cuba policy making out
of the hands of the president through a counterproductive requirement
that the law be amendable only by Congress itself.

The six stated purposes of the Helms-Burton Law (Section 3) are

1. Assisting the Cuban people in “regaining their freedom and
prosperity”

2. Strengthening “international sanctions against the Castro gov-
ernment”

3. Providing for the “continued national security of the United
States in the face of continuing threats from the Castro gov-
ernment”

4. Encouraging the “holding of free and fair democratic elections”

5. Providing a framework for a “transition government or a dem-
ocratically elected government”

6. Protecting U.S. nationals “against confiscatory takings and the
wrongful trafficking in property confiscated by the Castro re-
gime”

Thus three of the six purposes claim to be directed toward conditions
in Cuba; one deals with Castro’s taking of U.S. property in the early
1960s, one with rallying international opposition to Castro, and one
with “continuing threats”Castro presumably poses to theUnited States.
The problem is that, given the realities of Cuba, the United States, and
the world today, the Helms-Burton legislation on these noble-sounding
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purposes is internally contradictory, largely unattainable, often disin-
genuous, and in places flagrantly and counterproductively imperialistic.
Even the desirable objectives can not be advanced, much less achieved,
today by the legislation in hand and with the resources Washington is
willing to commit, and the repercussions are all negative.

What are the prospects for achieving these purposes? Three of the
six purposes—1, 4, and 5—focus on promoting democracy in Cuba,
something almost all Americans are proud to endorse. Two of these call
for substantive democratic change in terms that imply feasibility during
a Castro government, and one speaks of a framework for a transition to
democracy. In a similar fashion, public statements by executive and
legislative politicians and the State Department repeatedly say or imply
the possibility of significant “peaceful” change under Castro—if em-
bargo-type pressures are applied, that is, various versions of “if Castro
will allow X, then we will do Y.” For example, early in 1998 then House
Speaker Newt Gingrich said that “the day after there is an international
supervised free election, even if Castro wins the election, we will end
the embargo.”55 Not so. The reality is that the degree of democratic
change that would be acceptable toWashington is never going to come
under Fidel Castro, as the participants in the RAND forum, the CANF,
and others have recognized; even if it did theUnited States government
would not accept it. The Helms-Burton Law itself states (Section 2)
that “the Castro regime has made it abundantly clear that it will not
engage in any substantive political reforms that would lead to democ-
racy, a market economy, or an economic recovery.” Why? Because
Castro doesn’t want such changes and he still is the Maximum Leader.
In the end, nothing is going to liberate Cuba except Fidel Castro, in
life if he so chooses or more likely in death.

But even more problematic in terms of U.S. policy, the Helms-
Burton Law itself defines “transitional” government so as to preclude
even the reasonable possibility allowed byGingrich in his above-quoted
statement. That is, in Section 205, the law says—in advance of any
possible forthcoming internationally supervised election—that neither
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now nor in the future will the United States recognize any Cuban
government as a “transition” government if Fidel and/or Raúl Castro
are in it. Thus the law stipulates that even if Fidel or Raúl were to
implement the substantive changes our embargo pressures seek, and/or
even if one or both were voted in democratically by the Cuban people
in internationally supervised elections, we still would not change our
policy. When Washington tells Cubans in advance that it will not
accept a democratically elected Castro brother even if the Cuban people
want one we make a mockery of the democracy we preach. As a Cato
Institute study concluded, “U.S. policy toward Cuba should focus on
national security interests, not on transforming Cuban society or mi-
cromanaging the affairs of a transitional government as current law
obliges Washington to do.”56

Purpose 2 (spelled out in more detail in Title I, Section 101) calls
on the U.S. president to press the United Nations Security Council to
impose a “mandatory international embargo” against Cuba like the one
implemented against Haiti. But, to paraphrase former U.S. ambassador
to the U.N. Adlai Stevenson in an earlier Cuba-related showdown at
the United Nations, that international body will vote a mandatory
embargo on Cuba “when hell freezes over.” Before the passage of the
Torricelli Act, Cuba couldn’t even get a resolution rejecting the em-
bargo on the floor of the U.N. General Assembly. But the year the
Torricelli Act passed, the assembly condemned the embargo eighty-
eight to four.57 Every year since then, theGeneralAssembly has become
more overwhelmingly opposed. In November 1995, several months
before Helms-Burton was signed into law, the vote was 117 against, 3
in favor (the United States, Israel, and Uzbekistan, though the latter
two themselves had trade with Cuba), with 38 abstentions. In Novem-
ber 1997—after the unarmed planes were shot down—the vote was 143
against the embargo, 3 in favor, with 17 abstentions. In November 1998
the United States even lost the support of Uzbekistan (the vote was
152 to 2 with 12 abstentions). InNovember 1999 theGeneralAssembly
cast its most overwhelming vote against the embargo: 155 against, 2 in
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favor, and 8 abstentions. How can the United States—how can the
world—take Helms-Burton and the U.S. government seriously when it
orders the U.S. president to get the United Nations to approve a “man-
datory international embargo.”58

A former high U.S. government official has argued that it doesn’t
matter if one is outvoted and ignored in the beginning, that in time
America’s principled stand will win others over, though as the U.N.
votes above show, international opposition to and contempt for our
“principled stand” increases every year.Tomakehis point, the ex-official
notes the success the United States has had fighting corruption inter-
nationally after passage of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act in 1977.59

This act may indeed serve as an inspiration and model for some other
efforts but not U.S. policy toward Cuba. The main reason is that the
issues dealt with in the 1977 legislation—corruption, criminal law en-
forcement, drugs, and other such issues—relate in varying degrees di-
rectly and indirectly to the domestic and international relations of most
countries. In contrast the world—in the United Nations, other inter-
national bodies, and bilateral relations—has shown that it increasingly
and evermore vocally sees Cuban domestic politics as the business of
Cubans in Cuba, not of Cubans in exile and Americans.

Purpose 3 speaks of protecting the United States from “continuing
[national security] threats” from Castro. These “threats” are elaborated
as

1. Cuban support for terrorism, which is now virtually nonexist-
ent.

2. The theft of property of U.S. nationals almost four decades ago,
a significant matter that is returned to in Purpose 6 and will be
considered more below.

3. Castro’s manipulation of Cubans who wish to flee the island.
This serious concern is not advanced by sanctions because the
more successful we are inmaking life inCuba difficult, themore
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Cubans are tempted to try to get to the States or to start a civil
war with the probable adverse consequences discussed below.
(Of course it was easier for would-be refugees to get to the
United States before 1995, when Clinton effectively turned
the U.S. Coast Guard into an arm of Castro’s security forces by
ordering it to pick up and return to Cuba those who try to
escape.)60

Title I, Section 101, returns to the matter of security with some of
the same and some different specifics. It says “acts” of Castro’s govern-
ment, “including its massive, systematic, and extraordinary violations
of human rights, are a threat to international peace.” But as bad as
Castro’s human rights record is, calling it “massive, systematic, and
extraordinary” is an exaggeration.61 Castro certainly is not as repressive
as the leaders of North Korea, who as of late 1999 no longer have to
contend with a major embargo from the United States. The allegation
thatCastro’s human rights violations constitute a threat to international
peacewarrantinga nationwideembargo is not sustainable.Theproblems
of nuclear facilities and the Russian intelligence station at Lourdes are
serious but should be dealt with in other ways and with Moscow more
than with Havana.

In conclusion, virtually the entireU.S. intelligence community and
most outside analysts have said that Castro now poses no significant
security threat to the United States. What is more, these sources find
that there is no evidence the embargo will remove Castro or improve
the situation in Cuba. In May 1998 the Defense Intelligence Agency,
in cooperation with four other U.S. intelligence agencies, concluded
that “Cuba does not pose a significant military threat to the U.S. or to
other countries in the region. Cuba has little motivation to engage in
military activity beyond defense of its territory and political system.”
This report is important for other reasons too, as will be discussed later.62

Purpose 6 is the primary motivation for and bulk of the entire
Helms-Burton Law. Counsel Daniel Fisk, a former Helms associate,
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argues that the law’s intent is “to deter third-country nationals from
seeking to profit from wrongfully confiscated properties and to deny
Castro a source of hard currency.” It seeks to reduce investments in
Cuba fromother countries by threatening lawsuits and travel restrictions
on foreign individuals and companies that invest in property allegedly
confiscated from Americans after 1 January 1959. Title III of the law
created “a private cause for action in U.S. courts,” and Title IV “pro-
hibits visas and entry into the United States to those who ‘traffic’ in
confiscated property claimed by a U.S. national.” The U.S. Foreign
Claims Settlement Commission has certified 5,911 claims by U.S. cit-
izens valued at $6 billion. The Helms-Burton Law added to that list
about 400,000 Cuban Americans who were not even Americans at the
time their property was confiscated, including the Bacardi empire, with
its higher and more complicated claims. This move “gives a foreign
court jurisdiction over what is in essence a domestic dispute between
Cuban nationals and their government.”63

A former U.S. diplomat writes that although Cuba has “recognized
its obligation under international law to compensate the owners” of
confiscated properties and has reached compensation agreements with
other countries, it has not done so with the United States.64 An inter-
national law professor at the University of Miami has written that if the
law is fully implemented it will be “one of the most serious episodes of
disagreement between Washington and Brussels since the end of the
cold war, as well as between the United States and its partners in
NAFTA.”65 In fact, the Castro government today could not put one
centavo into any U.S. claims even if it wished to do so. What is more,
it will be impossible for a post-Castro government—which must clean
up the economic mess Castro will leave behind—to compensate claim-
ants without getting the United States to give it the money first.

Fisk argues that the law is working, a conclusion substantiated by a
State Department report issued in August 1999.66 Clearly the law has
made it somewhat more difficult for Cuba to get some foreign invest-
ments, but is that a “success”? If thematter in hand is one of establishing
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respect for the rule of law, negotiation is the way to go, not economic
confrontation; adding 400,000 claimants who were not even U.S. citi-
zens at the time is dubious. In practice, President Clinton has repeatedly
taken advantage of a clause within the law that enables him to waive
the application of Title III. He always argues, in one way or another,
that doing so is necessary to the national interest, that it will expedite
a transition to democracy in Cuba, and that international cooperation
against Castro’s dictatorship (Purpose 2 of the law) has increased. For
this he is regularly condemned by the embargo lobby.

American businesses certainly “lose out” every time an investment
opportunity arises and their access to the Cuban market (such as it is)
is blocked by the U.S. government. Whether in the end individual
businesses will be better off not having invested in Cuba is immaterial
to our argument. Unless there is a serious national security reason for
restricting contacts, businesses should be free to take their chances and
reap or pay the consequences. The problem is the U.S. government’s
coercive power to enforce an agenda that has never been seriously
examined by the American government and people. Indeed, in January
1999 the president decided that the government should not even seri-
ously evaluate the policy.

Finally, there is the remote hope that this turgid law cataloging
U.S. demands on Cuba may not be the only word we get over the next
few years on terms for lifting the embargo. A change in policy will never
come as easily as Newt Gingrich suggested in his reasonable if ill-
informed quote above, but “concessions” directly from the three Cuban
American members of Congress might. While campaigning against a
Castro visit to Seattle for the World Trade Organization summit in
November–December 1999, the three wrote a letter to fellow members
of Congress that skips over all sorts of requirements in Helms-Burton
and gets to what it calls “the three fundamental measures for the im-
mediate lifting of the embargo.” If we can take the members of Congress
at their word, the three are (1) freedom for all political prisoners, (2)
legalization of political parties, labor unions, and a free press, and (3)
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free elections under international supervision.67 If theCubanAmericans
in Congress would support a shorter and less offensive catalog of de-
mands, other members of Congress would gratefully stampede behind
them in drawing up a modified Helms-Burton. Of course Castro would
never accept these terms, though they are less imperialistic. Although
an embargo with only these demands would be better than what we
have, the sanctions should be lifted immediately without qualifications
of any sort.

The Post–Cold War Security Flip-Flop

During the cold war an embargo on Cuba made sense for the United
States because Castro actively worked against U.S. interests, both on
his own and as an ally of the Soviet Union, sometimes even contrary
to Moscow’s preferences. During the 1970s and 1980s Cuba sent several
hundred thousand troops abroad and in late 1988 had approximately
60,000 military personnel in sub-Saharan Africa alone.68 In 1989 Cuba
had the largest military forces in Latin America on a per capita basis,
and its troops and officers had much more battlefield experience—
conventional and guerrilla—than any other Latin American military
or indeedmost in the world. But today, as the 1998Defense Intelligence
Agency report says, things have changed: The Cuban Revolutionary
Armed Forces retain only “some residual combat support strengths that
are essentially defensive in nature” and has been transformed “from one
of the most active militaries in the Third World into a stay-at-home
force that has minimal conventional fighting ability.”69

In the late 1990s the strategic significance of the embargo and its
supporting lobby has flip-flopped for various reasons. The continuation
of the embargo, particularly in its Helms-Burton version

1. Increases the prospects for a civil war in Cuba, a conflict that
could drag in the United States military
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2. Tolerates and even encourages actions that could escalate into
serious conflict

3. Encourages the embargo lobby to manipulate a poll-driven,
wishy-washy executive and Congress in a way that seriously
interferes in the process of assessing national security threats
and the rational and informed evaluation and formulation of
U.S. foreign policy

4. Plants the seeds for future Cuban-American conflict in the
decades to come by being blatantly and uselessly imperialistic

The embargo lobby’s power took several potentially dangerous turns
between 1998 and 2000. At the end of March 1998 the Defense Intel-
ligence Agency was about to give Congress a classified report it had
prepared on Cuba in cooperation with other U.S. intelligence agencies.
Its conclusion was that Cuba poses no significant threat to the United
States. When this conclusion—reportedly shared by the current and
just-retired chiefs of the U.S. Southern Command—was published in
the Miami Herald just before being delivered to Congress, the lobby
went berserk. Miami Republican Ileana Ros-Lehtinen shouted that it is
clear that “these Pentagon types are very politicized. They get their
instructions directly from the White House.” Florida Democrat Bob
Graham called on Secretary of Defense William Cohen to send the
report back—which Cohen did—for what Graham’s national security
aide called a “ground-up review.”70

The following notice from the weekly intelligence report of the
Association of Former Intelligence Officers reviews the incident and
shows understandable concern over it within the intelligence commu-
nity, as there should be throughout America:

dia estimates cuba is no threat—A recent estimate by DIA,
prepared in consultation with CIA and other intelligence agencies,
elicited considerable press reporting, not because the conclusions were
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surprising, but because of the political maneuvering accompanying the
release of the report to Congress. DIA concluded that Cuba “does not
pose a significant military threat to the U.S. or to other countries in
the region.” The report describes an army with mothballed equipment,
incapable of mounting effective operations above the battalion level; a
navy with no functioning submarines; and an air force with fewer than
two dozen operational MiG fighter jets. When advance press accounts
of this finding led to objections by Florida lawmakers, SECDEF [the
Secretary of Defense] sent the report back to DIA for a “second look.”
Five weeks later Secretary Cohen forwarded the estimate with his per-
sonal views.71

When the DIA study was finally delivered in May, it reportedly was
little changed.72 Cohen’s “personal views” were in a transmittal letter
that tried to put a politically correct face on the delay and the report’s
findings. Cohen wrote:

While the assessment notes that the direct conventional threat by the
Cuban military has decreased, I remain concerned about the use of Cuba
as a base for intelligence activities directed against the United States,
the potential threat that Cuba may pose to neighboring islands, Castro’s
continued dictatorship that represses the Cuban people’s desire for po-
litical and economic freedom, and the potential instability that could
accompany the end of his regime depending on the circumstances under
which Castro departs. Although the report assesses as unlikely the near-
term risk of attacks on United States citizens or residents engaged in
peaceful protests in international waters or airspace, Cuban authorities
have miscalculated in the past and have not expressed remorse at their
killing of four peaceful protesters in February 1996. Finally, I remain
concerned about Cuba’s potential to develop and produce biological
agents, given its biotechnology infrastructure, as well as the environ-
mental health risks posed to the United States by potential accidents at
the Juragua nuclear power facility.73

ThusWashington’s continuingdeference to or even fear of the lobby
was demonstrated in the first place by Cohen’s sending the report back
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for a ground-up review and then, when the report came back, by his
transparent kowtow in his transmittal letter. The letter must have been
intended to pacify the lobby, which of course it didn’t. Briefly, a few of
the problems with Cohen’s letter, taking his “concerns” in the order he
expresses them, are

1. Cuba’s “direct conventional threat” to the United States has
not just “decreased,” it has, for all practical purposes, disap-
peared.

2. Cuba as a base for intelligence activities. It is hardly surprising
that Cuba—like other hostile and even friendly govern-
ments—spies on us all the time within and outside our borders,
just as we spy on it.74 If Cuba is getting our secrets, it is because
of negligence on our part. To the extent that our concern is the
facility at Lourdes, that is above all a matter of U.S.-Russian
relations. If Congress thinks Lourdes can be dealt with by an
embargo, then the embargo should not be on Cuba but on
Russia.

3. The potential threat Cuba poses to its neighbors. Clearly this
is a case of our knowing better than those neighbors themselves,
for they now fete Castro and try to incorporate him into their
neighborhood, as during his Caribbean tour in August 1998
and on other occasions.

4. The Cuban people’s lack of political and economic freedom.
Decades of experience demonstrate that the embargo has not
and is not helping bring freedom to the island, and the very
DIA report in question offers no hope that the embargo will
do so in the future.

5. The threat of potential instability when Castro departs. This
serious problem is made far worse by our policy of deliberately
trying to increase tensions on the island.
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6. Castro’s “miscalculation” and lack of “remorse.” This is ridic-
ulous. Castro undoubtedly calculated the shooting down of the
planes in February 1996—as Clinton himself has now sug-
gested—so it is silly to expect him to express “remorse” and
disingenuous to point to that event to suggest possible “mis-
calculations” in the future.

7. The potential threat of Cuba’s developing biological agents.
This problem is real enough and warrants other more appro-
priate and effective responses.

8. The possible health risks from the Juragua nuclear facility.
Again, real enough, but a problem that like some others above
should be addressed in more appropriate ways than an embargo
of the entire country.

A “small” incident that could have escalated—or might do so next
time it happens—was the “bombing” of Havana with pamphlets by a
private plane from theUnited States in January 2000. TwoCubanMiGs
and one U.S. F-16 went up but did not engage, but what would have
happened if the Cessna had dropped something physically destructive?
Cuban fighters shot down two Cessnas in 1996 for just (allegedly) flying
over Cuban territorial waters. Would the United States allow a plane
from Cuba to dump—who knows what until after the fact?—on the
White House or elsewhere in Washington? Nothing happened in Jan-
uary, but the hawks of the Cuban American community, several of
whom have done it themselves, loved it. U.S. laws say there is nothing
illegal about a private plane flying over Havana and dumping there.
What will happen if is done again, maybe by several planes, maybe
dropping something explosive?

Another issue often raised by embargo supporters, but not men-
tioned by Cohen, is that Cuba is involved in the transshipment of drugs
to the United States. The three top antidrug officials in the U.S. gov-
ernment reported in late 1999 that after an “exhaustive review” they
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found no good evidence that leading Cuban officials are involved in
drug trafficking. The embargo lobby immediately turned on the drug
experts as they had on the DIA. “Castro is using Cuba as a syringe to
inject drugs into our country,” saidHelms-Burton coauthorDanBurton.
“Clinton is ignoring it—he is complicit with every ounce of cocaine
that ends up on the streets of Chicago and Baltimore.”75

Other counterproductive kowtows by the president and/or Wash-
ington politicians between 1998 and 2000 toCubanAmerican demands
include (1) the successful campaign to keep the U.S. government and
people uninformed on the impact of U.S.-Cuba policy by killing the
proposed presidential bipartisan commission, discussed above, and (2)
the eagerness with which so many U.S. presidential hopefuls who gen-
erally profess their support for family values rallied against the INS
decision to send Elián González back to his father in early 2000.

When a small but wealthy and militant lobby in Washington, Flor-
ida, and New Jersey can make such headway against the U.S. intelli-
gence community in its area of expertise—military and strategic threats
to the United States—the pressures of that group on a compromising
executive and legislature become potentially dangerous.Nor should one
be encouraged by the lobby’s success in crushing the commission pro-
posal supported by such a distinguished group of former secretaries of
state and others. The bottom line, however, is that since the lobby has
every right to promote its own perceived interests, however mistaken it
may be, the responsibility finally falls directly on the U.S. government
officials who so easily cave in. From the president and vice president to
the secretary of defense and members of Congress, broad national in-
terests of the United States (and Cuba, for that matter) are set aside in
favor of narrow domestic political expediency.

The Weight of History

Most Americans think that the way some other peoples remember
history is pathological, dilettantish, or irrelevant. But the politically
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active Cubans and many other nationalities do remember historical
truths—and myths. Although we can’t prevent the spread of myths
altogether, we can at least avoid giving Cubans sound reasons for future
resentments toward the United States. Looking back a century, the
United States tried to micromanage Cuba for more than three decades
after the war of 1898 and failed, just as Washington tried several times
to make Haiti a functioning democracy and failed. Almost a century
ago, U.S. policy toward Cuba was enshrined in the Platt Amendment
of 1902, an attachment the United States pasted on the Cuban Con-
stitution that forbade the Cuban government to make any agreements
with third nations that would—the great imperialistic irony!—compro-
mise its independence. Nor could Cuba grant any other nation special
rights or privileges withoutWashington’s approval. Further, the amend-
ment gave the United States the right to intervene in Cuban affairs if
Washington believed Cuban independence or stability were in danger
or if property rights and individual liberties were threatened. The anger
over such high-handedness is still intense, even among Cuban Ameri-
cans, which is of special significance. For example, note the sentiments
and judgments on the Platt Amendment by Louis A. Pérez in the fall
1998Orbis: “It was not enough to subordinate Cuban interests to North
American ones. It also became necessary for theAmericans to represent
the deed then and thereafter as . . . a gesture of generosity, an act done
in the best interests of Cubans.” In fact, as historian Hugh Thomas has
said, ongoing U.S. interference in Cuban affairs at the beginning of the
century “fatally delayed the achievement of political stability in Cuba—
and in effect opened the door for a Fidel Castro.”76 It is no coincidence
that the two most successful Marxist-Leninist movements in Latin
America during the second half of the twentieth century were in Cuba
and Nicaragua, the countries with the most offensive U.S. involvement
over the decades.

The Helms-Burton demands are as onerous and irresponsible in
their way as those of the Platt Amendment, however desirable most of
them may be. For example, a transitional government must release
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political prisoners, disband the secret police, create an independent
judiciary, respect human (including property) rights, and extend citi-
zenship to returning Cuban Americans. Within eighteen months of
taking power the new government must hold what Washington politi-
cians consider fair and free elections, though as noted above those
standards are utterly undemocratic. Under Title II, this U.S.-approved
“democratically elected” government must move simultaneously to a
free market, write a constitution, and return a portion of U.S. property
to its rightful owners. This basket of demands, which may not in all
cases be what a legitimate democratically elected government would
want for the people—or at least not the first things it would want to
do—would crush any fledgling government and at best would takemany
years to accomplish. We have imposed no such regimen on any other
formerly Marxist state; if we had it would almost surely have done it in.
Yet Helms-Burton demands this massive intrusion into Cuba’s internal
affairs during a most delicate and difficult moment in its history. Will
it work? Not likely. Whether Spanish, American, or Soviet, overlords
have always been deeply resented in Cuba, whose nationalism remains
as intense as anyplace in the world. Many actions a post-Castro govern-
ment would undertake in line with demands of Helms-Burton would
immediately or in time be seen in Cuba as acting on orders once again
from the Americans, possibly compromising Cuba’s independence and
those officials’ reputations. Thus handicapped, any leader or govern-
ment that had played this game would become the target of every
demagogue and xenophobe—or patriot?—on the island, hardly the
atmosphere in which a nascent democracy can thrive or even survive.

If Title II is to be the cornerstone of our future policy, as Helms-
Burton says it is, then we are almost certain to repeat the earlier cycle
of good intentions (some doubt how good), producing further negative
consequences. The sections under Title II suggest that the true moti-
vation for Miami and Washington is not bringing democracy to Cuba
but persisting in a political and economic vendetta against the Castros
backed by latent imperialistic instincts. In effect, it looks to making
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Cuba once again a semicolonial satellite of the United States, a reality
not altered by the fact that Castro has been and remains an often brutal
master. The Platt Amendment planted what Mark Falcoff called the
“seeds of a long-smoldering resentment,”77 prolonged domestic insta-
bility, and poisoned U.S.-Cuban relations for two generations. Now
Helms-Burton introduces the same scenario for undercutting future pro-
American Cuban leaders; in time it will generate deep resentment and
untold opportunities for demagogy. Many Cuban Americans who today
idealistically or opportunistically proclaim their support for currentU.S.
policy may in time be caught up in the maelstrom.

Other Embargo Issues

Inciting an Insurrection

The strategy of U.S. policy is to make life evermore difficult in Cuba so
that Castro will make reforms or the Cuban people will rise up and
throwhimout.Many acknowledge that the embargo doesn’t accomplish
either of these objectives, but what would happen if it did spark signif-
icant protests? Would that truly be desirable? According to a former
Interior Ministry official, the protests would be countered by “violent
repression by the state apparatus. The situation could degenerate into
a massacre and begin a devastating civil war.”78 A poll conducted in
1997 by Florida International University and the Miami Herald showed
some 66 percent of Cuban Americans favoring U.S. military action to
overthrow Castro and 71 percent supporting military action against
Castro by Cubans in exile.79 But, as noted above, a recent Gallop poll
showed that only 42 percent of Americans in general support even the
embargo, much less a military operation. Our conclusion in talking with
many Americans over the past decade is that few have any idea what
the issues are and that support would plummet if people knew the facts
or thought substantial numbers of Americans might be sent to die in or
for Cuba. Nor would the U.S. military want to become involved in a
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conflict in a country that poses no strategic threat to the United States
according to its own and other U.S. intelligence analyses. But, even if
U.S. domestic opinion opposed intervention, significant losses by anti-
Castro forces during a general uprising or civil war—the reaction we
have been encouraging—would result in enormous pressure on Wash-
ington to sendmilitary support to preserve those who remain and finally
end Castro’s rule.

Support for Reformers

Some embargo supporters believe that pressures by the United States
strengthen reformers within Cuba. Two eminent embargo supporters
are concerned that ending the embargo might mean that reformers
would be swallowed up by hard-liners, though one also notes that even
if the sanction supporters carry out reforms there is nothing to stop
Castro from reversing reforms at will even as the sanctions continue.80

In fact Castro sometimes reverses “reforms,” such as they are, or arrests
and sentences Cubans, seemingly in direct response to tougher—or
milder—U.S. actions. Hufbauer is probably more nearly correct when
he concludes that “when sanctions are applied broadside—as against
Haiti, Cuba and Iraq—the hardest hit are the most vulnerable. . . . Left
unharmed, and often strengthened, are the real targets: the political,
military and economic elites.”81 In 1999 Elizabeth Gibbons, head of the
UNICEF office in Haiti between 1992 and 1996, found a similar con-
sequence of the multilateral embargo on that smaller island. Despite
differences between Cuba and Haiti, her observations are relevant to
the Cuban case:

In a show of support for democracy, human rights, and the rule of law,
the international community imposed comprehensive sanctions onHaiti
and in so doing mortgaged the nations’ future. . . . The “preponderance
of evidence” points unmistakably to the sanctions’ disastrous impact on
the Haitian economy and the welfare of ordinary, innocent citizens, even
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as they left their military target virtually unscathed. Surely no more than
a preponderance of evidence is needed for the international community
to question the efficacy, and the morality, of using economic sanctions
to advance democracy and the full respect of human rights—and to seek
urgent alternatives, particularly when those same rights are violated as a
direct consequence of sanctions.82

If the embargo were lifted, for some time the state apparatus might
well benefitmore than the averageCuban fromexpanded tourism, trade,
and investment. But in time increasing amounts would go beyond the
state, and although economics will not single-handedly liberate Cuba,
it may contribute some to that end. This is so, in part, because the
repressive Cubans within the state apparatus are subject to influences
that can tilt their allegiances in positive ways. Cuban Interior Ministry
(Minint) founding member Rodrı́guez Menier has reported that it was
precisely the top levels of the Minint that by the late 1980s were the
most receptive to substantial reform. These were the best-informed
bureaucrats in Cuba and those most directly charged with protecting
and promoting Fidel. Little wonder these Minint officials were the
largest group purged in 1989–90when talk of reform ricocheted off walls
from Moscow to Havana and came to a head during what was known
as the “Ochoa affair,” whenCastro executed a prominentCuban general
for alleged dealing in drugs.83 Increased contacts could have this kind
of impact again and the next time Castro might not crush it so easily.
Indeed, some inside “reports” and media stories indicate that, as in
Minint in the late 1980s, some top Cuban leaders today are willing,
indeed anxious, to support reform and get rid of Castro but are deterred
because they fear a vindictive Washington. As noted earlier, the most
prominent dissident in Cuba today has said that even most activist
dissidents think the sanctions should be lifted.
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Set Stage for Armed Intervention?

Of course there may be an unspoken purpose in the Helms-Burton Law,
one hinted at by its authors’ admiration for the experience with the
embargo of Haiti.84 By the time the Helms-Burton Law was written, it
was clear that the Haitian embargo—even more than the Haitian mil-
itary thugs—was making the tiny, destitute half-island poorer every
day.85 The embargo of Haiti was simply a way station to a military
invasion, as the embargo of Panama had been. If the Helms-Burton
legislation is consciously intended to lay the groundwork for an invasion
of Cuba, then its authors should say so openly so that the American
people and Congress can debate the desirability of that option and the
policy that may bring it about. Senator Helms and others are correct
that the pitiful justifications advanced by the Clinton administration
for its alleged policy to “restore democracy to Haiti” apply much more
convincingly to Cuba. But the fact that the executive acted demagog-
ically and stupidly in the Haitian case is no excuse for Congress to do
the same in the much more important relations with Cuba.86 If there is
no such intention to promote U.S. military involvement in Cuba, then
Congress would do well to learn the lessons of the Haitian (and Pana-
manian) experiences so as to understand that embargoes both destroy
fragile economies and increase the prospects for military involvement.87

Caving in to Castro?

Embargo supporters condemn any action that looks like a “cave in” to
Castro. For example, in Miami the INS decision in January 2000 to
return Elián González to his father was denounced as a “political pact
with the regime of Fidel Castro.”88 More broadly, if the United States
were to make the wise decision to change its policy toward Cuba, would
this be caving in to Castro? No, not if the ending of the embargo is done
from a position of strength, not weakness. An example of an ignomin-
ious retreat—not from an embargo but during an embargo—was the
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flight of the U.S. ship from Port-au-Prince harbor when a few ragtag
Haitian gunmenwaved their weapons in the air. But not all withdrawals
need be humiliating and politically harmful. If we lift the embargo,
Castro will of course claim a propaganda victory. The Haitian action
was evidence of utter U.S. confusion and lack of a rational policy and
true commitment, but the Cuban case is one of recognizing that a policy
no longer serves any constructive purpose or indeed that has become
counterproductive. After Haiti, people all over the world blushed—or
cheered—at the humiliation of the world’s only remaining superpower.
In contrast, after lifting the embargo of Cuba, most of the world’s people
would simply sigh, scratch their heads, and say, “What took them so
long? Americans are such slow learners!”

The Embargo as a Moral Issue

The United States has a long history of tying politics to morality, a
practice those suchas ElliottAbrams andDonaldKaganconsider critical
to the U.S. mission in the world.89 Thus it is hardly surprising that one
of the most common arguments made by some members of the lobby—
particularly byCubanAmericans—is that the embargo ofCuba ismoral.
By imposing it, they say, Americans are acting on behalf of the Cuban
people and setting a high moral standard for the rest of the world. To
them, lifting the embargo is a sign of indifference to or even complicity
in Fidel Castro’s repression of the Cuban people and sends the wrong
message to other governments. But foreign policies undertaken largely
on alleged moral grounds are at the very least problematical, though
morality may be one among many factors in policy making. Only one
of the complications is that in the Cuban and many other cases, “mo-
rality” can be used by both sides. It is discussed here in some detail
largely because so many in the lobby emphasize it.

Elliott Abrams chastises the group USA* Engage—and the U.S.
business community generally—which he says opposes the embargo on
the grounds that “trade is essential for the spread of democracy and
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human rights.” Abrams says that what USA*Engage really means but
won’t say is that “the business of America is business [and] moral con-
cerns have no place inU.S. foreign policy.”90 This argument is alsomade
in various forms by the Cuban American National Foundation and the
three Cuban American members of Congress. A self-satisfied moral
superiority seethes from Florida representative Ileana Ros-Lehtinen,
usually the shrillest of the Cuban American legislators in her public
statements. After several members of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
visited Cuba in mid-1999, she proclaimed: “These are the kinds of
people who would have done business with Mussolini. They don’t care
if there’s red Cuban blood on their hands, as long as there are green
bucks in their pockets.”91 But it is not as simple as morality and virtue
versus callousness and money-grubbing. For instance, for many critics
of sanctions—including us—the main reasons for lifting the embargo
are not economic at all. Many of us have no business connections
whatsoever in Cuba nor do we seek any. Many in the embargo lobby,
by contrast, have some or enormous business interests in both the
embargo itself and on the island, and although the Helms-Burton Law
has a certainmoral flavor to it, its true focus is economic. The law speaks
directly to the economic interests of some six thousand Americans and,
since the passage of the law in 1996, to hundreds of thousands of Cuban
Americans who were added to the list of those who can make claims
for confiscated property through U.S. courts.

In the Cuban and many other cases, a conclusive judgment on the
morality of a policy is much more difficult to ascertain than is acknowl-
edged by most of those who use the moral argument.92 For one thing,
morality is most readily fixed on individuals, not things or policies.
Beyond that, although many advocates of the embargo—a high pro-
portion of whom are Roman Catholics—find the embargo moral, Pope
John Paul II considers it immoral. Of course the pope is not “infallible”
in these matters according to church doctrine, as embargo supporters
are quick to point out. Still, other things being equal, there is little
reason to suppose the pope’s credentials and judgments in this matter
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are necessarily inferior to those of the Cuban American lobby members
who disagree with him.

But the pope isn’t the only one who argues the immorality or at
least injustice of the sanctions. The embargo is condemned increasingly
and overwhelmingly by ordinary citizens around the world as well as by
the U.N. General Assembly and by virtually every foreign voice that
speaks out on U.S. international policy. The vast majority of the Ibe-
roamerican presidents, in their 1999 annual meeting in Havana, called
on the United States “to put an end to the application of the Helms-
Burton law, in conformity with resolutions approved by the General
Assembly of the United Nations.”93 On trips around Latin America
during the past decade, the authors have found that the vast majority
of people on the right, center, and left oppose the embargo. Within the
United States there is a marked increase in the number of longtime
anti-Castro Americans with unimpeachable anticommunist credentials
who say the policy should be changed or at least seriously reexamined.
It’s not left versus right anymore, in the United States or abroad, but
the lobby’s dwindling American ranks versus virtually everyone else in
the world, whatMark Falcoff, speaking just of Americans, correctly calls
“a coalition for change that spans the ideological extremes.”94 It is true,
as embargo supporters say, that being in the majority doesn’t necessarily
mean one is right, but it doesn’t necessarily mean that one is wrong
either. Trying to make a virtue of the reality of increasing isolation on
this issue, some in the lobby argue that being alone in the world is a
badge of honor. For example, Senator Torricelli has said that when the
United States stands alone on this issue it has never been in better
company. This patronizing “moral” approach is taken by the Cuban
American National Foundation (and many others) to try to write off
international opposition—and domestic opposition as well?—as “cost-
free anti-Americanism” from critics with no better ideas.95 In fact, one
suspects that many embargo supporters are fearful that their critics have
too many ideas and that the best way to keep them from infecting the
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body politic is to muzzle them, with the assistance of malleable politi-
cians, as when they shot down the commission proposal.

Interestingly, most embargo supporters who make the morality ar-
gument skirt over the day-by-week-by-year impact of the embargo on
the Cuban people. They make the utopian argument that in one form
or another the sanctions will force Castro to reform or drive him from
power, so people’s lives will be better.

But the years and years “in the meantime” are a lot easier for people
in Washington and Miami to discount than for people in Havana and
Santiago. The utopianism persists despite the fact that the embargo is
now four decades old and has continued for almost a decade beyond the
collapse of the Soviet Union to no positive effect. Typically, to those
who stress a “moral” critique of Castro, anyone who urges lifting the
sanctions is a witting or unwitting accomplice of the dictator. But
embargo critics find a greater callousness—or immorality, for those who
think in those terms—in the actions of embargo supporters, many of
whom are Cubans themselves and most of whom still have family and
friends living on the island. The CANF’s “Issue Brief,” for example, says
that “the role of U.S. policy is to keep Castro’s predicament right before
his eyes and force him to face the consequences of hismisrule. Removing
U.S. sanctions at this time will remove any need for him to further
reflect on Cuba’s desperate need for change.” Like the political adviser
who said Castro “bet on the wrong horse” and “should pay for it,” the
logic of this argumentation seems to be that the United States should
do its best to make life miserable for the common people so that Castro
will “reflect” on his decisions and misrule. These statements might be
mistaken for jokes if they were not so tragically misguided. Even if the
embargo were to make Castro “reflect,” it would not be about how to
make reforms Americans would approve of but how to better maintain
control under changing circumstances.

Thus many critics of the embargo who are not themselves disposed
to argue on moral grounds are forced to confront supporters who do.
Note, then, that there is no evidence that a significant number of
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Cubans in Cuba support the sanctions or intend to commit what they
have decided would be suicide by taking up sticks against Castro’s
heavily armed police state. What is more, as the Florida International
University polls show, the vast majority of Cuban-Americans them-
selves admit the embargo isn’t working. So how do Cuban Americans,
most of whom are now U.S citizens living comfortably in Miami and
Washington, have the right—much less themoral duty—to impose ever
greater hardships on the already impoverished Cuban people?

Finally, most Americans dislike Castro though they know little
about the four-sided relationship between the dictator, the Cuban peo-
ple, Cuban Americans, and the United States. The choice for Ameri-
cans is not the simple “this moral good” against “that moral evil,” as
most morality advocates would have us believe. Speaking in the terms
of the moralists, the challenge is how to pursue one moral objective
within a context that includes other conflicting moral imperatives. The
vast majority of anti-Castro embargo critics agree that Fidel Castro is a
self-serving, amoral, if not immoral, dictator. But having agreed to that,
they ask how embargo supporters can consider it moral to conduct what
history has proven to be a hopeless vendetta against this dictator when
doing so only further punishes the innocent and already long-suffering
Cuban people—their own family and friends.

Cubans and Cuban Americans

Cubans’ Attitudes toward Castro

Many in Cuba and abroad have long hoped to see a Cuba without the
Castros. Nearly twenty years ago, in 1981, a poll conducted in the
Vedado section of Havana by the General Directorate of Counterintel-
ligence of the Cuban Interior Ministry (Minint) concluded that 71
percent of the people there were “enemies of Fidel Castro’s govern-
ment.” A former high-level intelligence officer estimated that in 1993
only about 10 percent of Cubans around the country continued to
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sympathize with Castro.96 Despite the wish for new leadership, Cubans
in Cuba have shown no inclination to launch a violent uprising against
Castro. In mid-1997 many embargo supporters seized upon a series of
bombings in Havana hotels, restaurants, and discotheques to conclude
that, in the words of CANF directors, “incidents of internal rebellion
. . . speak clearly of the exasperation of a people who are not resigned
to a destiny of enslavement and misery” under Castro. “By these acts of
rebellion,” theCANF leaders continued, “theCuban people are sending
the world a clear and unequivocal message.”97 But it was all a fraud. The
bombingswerenot initiatedbyCubans inCuba at all but byGuatemalan
mercenaries evidently paid by Cuban Americans.98 Over the years,
foreign-produced anti-Castro materials have been distributed in Cuba
in a variety of ways by such organizations as Brothers to the Rescue and
the Support Group for Internal Dissidence (GADI), without promoting
active uprisings. The Eastern section of the Catholic Church in Cuba
noted the “induced hopelessness” of a people resigned to waiting out
the present government.99 Even though small dissident groups occa-
sionally try to plan demonstrations,100 there has never been significant
opposition to Castro nor will there probably be any in his lifetime, with
or without the embargo, for a variety of reasons.

The aforementioned former Minint official, as well as reports pre-
pared by U.S. intelligence in the mid- and late 1990s, and most partic-
ipants at the RAND forum agree that Castro is not likely to be over-
thrown or resign in the foreseeable future with or without the embargo.
That is, the embargo is largely irrelevant in terms of Castro’s personal
well-being, political survival, or policy decisions. The mid-1997 Florida
International University (FIU) poll of Cuban Americans in the Miami
area showed that though 78 percent supported continuing the embargo,
only 25 percent believed it was working. Meanwhile Cuban Americans
are rapidly tilting toward another conclusion of the Pentagon and the
Central Intelligence Agency: Major political change is not going to
come soon, embargo or no. Just after the Soviet Union fell, 88 percent
expected major change within five years; by 1995 the percentage had
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fallen to 41 percent, and in 1997 it was 36 percent. Embargo supporter
Falcoff says there is “a real possibility” the Castro regime will last until
at least 2010.101

Cuban Security Apparatus

Most Cubans seem to have simply given up on serious improvements
until after Castro is gone, not wishing to provoke concentrated govern-
ment repression on top of the lesser daily repressions they have learned
to live with.102 For decades the repressive apparatus in Cuba has been
elaborate and formidable.103 During the Reagan administration Castro
became increasingly concerned that Washington might “go to the
source”—Havana—as Reagan’s secretary of state Alexander Haig once
threatened. The U.S. invasion of Grenada in 1983, and U.S. support
for the contras in Nicaragua during the mid-1980s, worried Castro so
much that he developed in Cuba what he called the “War of All the
People.” This broadly based defense system, inspired in part by the
experiences of Communists in Vietnam, totally militarized the country
by bringing Cubans into nationwide defensive and counterrevolution-
ary activities. This was supplemented and in some degree replaced by
1985 when SpecialWeapons and Tactics teams were created within the
Minint to deal quickly and decisively with any challenge to Castro’s
leadership. So while Cuban Americans look forward to anti-Castro
uprisings in Cuba, Cubans in Cuba have been understandably unwilling
to seriously challenge this deadly apparatus and are resigned to the
“nothing can be done” syndrome.104

The 1998 DIA report says that “relatively few Cubans now appear
willing to risk the consequences of pressing for sweeping political
changes.” Participants in the 1998 RAND forum noted that the Cuban
government has not chosen to “forcefully quash all opposition,” but
that this is only because the dissidents “are still very much fragmented,”
as the church too has noted. Should opposition become more than the
“irritation” it is today, in the forum’s correct judgment, “the government
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would most certainly move against them in a more decisive fashion,
even though such heavy-handed repression would incur high domestic
and international costs for the regime.”105 The proof of this was the
absence of any major demonstration at the 1999 Iberoamerican summit
in Havana, when more than any time in the past forty years Cuba and
Cubans had the attention of the international press. Several of the
foreign delegations at the summitmet individuallywith dissident leaders
who urged the foreigners to encourage the Castro regime to open up to
dissent, though with little hope that Castro will actually do so and even
the fear that he may tighten up.106

Fearing the Future

Castro does his best to convince Cubans that if the Cuban Americans
return in force, backed by Washington and the International Monetary
Fund, they will seize the properties they abandoned—or that were con-
fiscated—nearly four decades ago and in general retake and remake
Cuba in their own image.Cubans have been told andmany undoubtedly
fear that a new regime would mean a loss of status, homes, jobs, security,
and, in some cases, lives. The new government, they fear, rightly or
wrongly, would undertake major free market reforms that would bring
chaos to Cuba comparable to that in post-Soviet Russia. Castro can no
longer play on fear of Jorge Mas Canosa, the founder and late director
of the CANF, but he can point to the economic problems in Russia and
many other countries as a potent disincentive to undertaking reforms
to open up the economy. Edward González notes that “the vast majority
of discontented Cubans remain politically inert for any number of rea-
sons.” These include fear of “reprisals from state security organs,” “the
prospects of social upheaval,” and “the return of vengeful right-wing
exiles.”Additional reasons include hopes that they will be able “to leave
Cuba one way or another,” that “the economic and political situation
will improve,” that “Castro and other leaders will embrace peaceful
change,” or “that the United States will lift the embargo or somehow
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improve their personal prospects and those of Cuba.” The Catholic
Church, which is pressing for “a peaceful, negotiated way out” of the
national stalemate, notes two obstacles to greater popular participation
in national decision making: “the unwillingness of the government to
engage in dialogue but also the absence of an organized counterpart: a
civilian society, social movements or political groups” to represent the
people. But “whatever their personal reasons,” González concludes,
“most Cubans so far have been unwilling to challenge the regime.”107

Given that Cubans themselves have shown no inclination to try to
overthrow Castro, embargo “pressures” cannot legitimately be inter-
preted as contributing positively to a resistancemovement on the island.

Living Abroad, Speaking for Cuba

The vastmajority of the nearly 1.5million ormoreCubans living abroad
reside in the United States, mainly in Florida and New Jersey. In 1981
Jorge Mas Canosa formed the CANF, and it has long played a major
role articulating Cuban American anti-Castro interests, which during
the cold war largely overlapped the anticommunist interests of Ameri-
cans in general. But after the fall of the Soviet bloc, as most former cold
warriors put aside their battle gear, the CANF donned more armor and
intensified its attacks on Castro, one of the few communist leaders to
survive into the new millennium. Until late 1997, when Mas Canosa
died, the CANF was the main U.S. pressure group supporting an ever
tighter embargo. After Mas Canosa’s death, the three Cuban American
members of the House of Representatives became more vocal than the
CANF. These representatives, along with other legislators from Florida,
Indiana, North Carolina, and New Jersey, Vice President Al Gore, and
their allies killed the bipartisan initiative. On his South American tour
in late 1997 President Clinton, in a rare moment of truth, alluded
accurately to “the people in Miami who are basically responsible for the
[present Cuban] policy.”108 There are many examples of the lobby’s
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power, but the most ominous were the two cases in 1998 discussed
above—the DIA report and the proposed bipartisan commission.109

This Cuban American community has eagerly taken on the seem-
ingly natural role as the voice of the beleaguered Cuban people on the
island. It is worth noting, however, that while many in Cuba benefit
from the dollars those in exile send to family and friends in Cuba (see
below),CubanAmericans are by nomeans universally admired inCuba.
In its working paper, the Eastern dioceses of the Catholic Church calls
those who leave Cuba “part of the problem.” They take the “easy way
out” (la salida fácil), the “individual solution” that is enormously ap-
pealing yet constantly drains talent and dissidents from the island and
defuses pressures on Castro.110 Meanwhile, many Cubans in Cuba seem
to believe that Cuban Americans consider those who stayed on the
island in varying degrees compromised by remaining there and accom-
modating themselves to living under Castro. Some Cuban Americans
have in fact looked on refugees of the past decade as people motivated
more by mere economics than hatred of Castro. The gap between
Cubans inCuba andCubanAmericanswill pose an enormous challenge
after the Castros are gone.

Supporting and Breaking the Embargo

One must note the irony that Cuban Americans, who are the strongest
supporters of the embargo, are also the main group that violates it. In
recent years Cuban Americans have sent an estimated $600–$800 mil-
lion annually to family members in Cuba, a figure that “almost equaled
the net inflow from tourism and sugar combined.” The amount will rise
substantially after the legal limit on remittances was raised in 1999.111

Sending dollars is humanitarian, to be sure, and does help those indi-
viduals lucky enough to receive them to act more independently of
Castro. But much of the money went illegally just the same—that is to
say, against the embargo—and it passed through dollar stores and other
routes into the general economy. Thus by the logic of the embargo this
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money generously sent to Cuba nonetheless helps prop up Castro’s
dictatorship. While making some Cubans more free of Castro, the dol-
lars have also helped to redivide Cuban society into the haves (those
who receive U.S. dollars) and have-nots. Thus no group in the world
so loudly supports and so regularly violates the embargo as CubanAmer-
icans.

Among Cuban Americans

The Cuban American community is not as unified as has been alleged.
Its power in substantial degree comes from a considerable unity on
certain Cuba-related issues accompanied by an unwillingness of some
to disagree with the militants in public.112 Note that some 71 percent
of Cuban Americans in the 1997 FIU poll agree that not all points of
view on how to deal with Castro are heard in Miami, and among those
in the eighteen to twenty-nine age group the negative vote rises to 83
percent. A young Cuban American wrote a letter to the Miami Herald
in mid-1998 saying that “a substantial portion of the people in Greater
Miami are not being represented in [the U.S.] Congress,” correctly
concluding that some of those who fight Castro have become as inflex-
ible as Fidel himself.113 What is more, though all age groups strongly
support vigorous action to bring change in Cuba, the younger and U.S.-
born respondents are substantially less hard-line than their elders. For
example, although some 78 percent of those polled in 1997 supported
continuing the embargo, a breakdownby age groups showed that, among
those who fled Cuba between 1959 and 1964, 90 percent support the
sanctions while among Cuban Americans born in the United States
the support fell to (a still high) 65 percent.

One Option for Serious Reform

If Fidel Castro and/or his younger brother survive a few more years—or
are replaced by undemocratic successors—what are they likely to do?
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Fidel is not likely to seek friendship with or apologize to the United
States for what he has said and done, nor is he likely to undertake serious
market reforms, whether the embargo is maintained or not. Even if the
embargo is lifted, he will continue attacking the United States as the
world’s sole superpower and self-appointed police chief. Just as the lobby
today says the embargo has only had a chance of working in the years
since the Soviet Union collapsed, so Castro will say that it will take
years for Cuba to move beyond the destruction—the “genocide”—
presumably caused by almost four decades of what he calls a “block-
ade.”114

From the beginning, Castro has “warned” that many of the free
market experiments in LatinAmerica and elsewhere would fail, thereby
lowering the image of the United States and the free market system
associated with it. He fought off Soviet leaders who tried to get him to
reform in the late 1980s and early 1990s, arguing that “liberalization” is
against the interests of the people.His delight over the economic failures
in Russia during the 1990s has been ill-disguised, for he has been able
to make Russia’s chaos one of the red flags he waves to warn the Cuban
people of what will happen if the Americans and “their” Cubans return
to Cuba to carry out reforms. But the leveling off and in some places
decline around the world in enthusiasm for free markets doesn’t make
statism work. At some point Cuban leaders are bound to want to make
their economy more productive, and to do so they are going to have to
make serious changes. Whether this will be done by Raúl Castro alone
or with others, or even what the successor government to Fidel Castro
will be like, cannot be known at this point. But it is bound to happen.115

This is where the Chinese experience may influence Cuba’s future.
Both Fidel and Raúl have looked into this possibility with state visits
to China in late 1995 and late 1997, respectively. Castro seized power
in Cuba in 1959, only ten years after Mao Zedong conquered China.
Relations between Cuba and China soared in the early 1960s, when
Castro and Che Guevara fervently agreed with China on the need for
armed struggle to seize political power around the world. They also
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agreed onmoral rather thanmaterial incentives to make the “newman”
and other more esoteric ideological matters that then were grounds for
liquidating all who disagreed. But in the mid-1960s Fidel seems to have
carefully calculated which power in the emerging Sino-Soviet dispute
could help him more and correctly settled onMoscow to underwrite his
revolution and provide his shield against a possible U.S. counterattack.
In the spirit of the Sino-Soviet dispute of the day, he launched frontal
attacks on Mao and Sino-Cuban relations dived into the abyss. Mao’s
death in 1976 didn’t make things any better at first. Deng Xiaoping,
who took over China thereafter, was immediately called a “numbskull”
and other less complimentary names.116

But over time the Soviet ally crumbled: The Communist Party of
the Soviet Union was routed, the Soviet bloc collapsed, and Russia
began lurching fromcrisis to crisis. ForCastro thiswas concrete evidence
of what happens when central authority is abolished and bourgeois
“freedoms” are given a free hand. But China was different. By the time
Deng died in 1997, Castro had changed his tune and lauded him as “an
illustrious son of the Chinese nation and one of its foremost leaders”
who had made a “valiant contribution to the consolidation of socialism
in China.” Thus Castro quietly ate crow onChina and in the end judged
Deng’s reforms as “socialist.” On the fiftieth anniversary of the victory
of communism in China in October 1999, Castro said, “China’s suc-
cesses have been possible because of an ideology, because of a political
science, because of Marxism-Leninism.”117 The key matter to Castro
was that under Deng the Chinese Communist Party had maintained its
control and guided “socialist” reforms from the top in a program of
economic growth that over twenty years was the highest in the world.
Reeling from their loss of Soviet subsidies and their own utterly failed
economic policies, the Castros undoubtedly went to China with broad
agendas. They wanted to see what the “numbskull” who became an
“illustrious son” had done to promote such growth as well as to learn
how Deng had kept the Communist Party in power and where and why
some power had slipped from central control.118
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To be sure, at the October 1997 Cuban Communist Party Congress
(and subsequently), Castro warned that although China’s reforms had
been right for China, they were not right for Cuba. “Conditions are
completely different,” he said, for the Chinese economy is based in the
countryside, the nation is much larger, and China does not face the
hostility of an enormous neighbor. Cuba would not privatize state in-
dustries, he said—an objective the Chinese Communists had just em-
phasized at their Communist Party Congress in September 1997 and
have repeated since that time—or allowmore people to go into business
for themselves. But these points don’t make China’s example irrelevant
for Cuba in the absence of nondemocratic leadership. Fidel Castro is
not likely to undertake the reforms himself since he has built his revo-
lutionary career rejecting everything that resembles freemarket policies.
But he has called what the Chinese are doing “socialist.” It is possible
that he will pass on the reins of power—by decision or death—to the
more pragmatic Raúl. Some dispute Raúl’s pragmatism since in public
and small groups he always proclaims his total agreement with every-
thing Big Brother says and does. But Rodrı́guez Menier, who had ample
dealings with both Castros, wrote: “If Fidel were to die or disappear,
Raúl would secure power within a couple of months. He probably would
set up a collective government and follow an almost Chinese line of
opening up the economic system.” Edward González writes that Raúl
“has always been far more pragmatic and administratively competent
than his older brother.” He is the leader of the “centrists” in the Cuban
government and the one the “reformers” often have to cooperate with
to get anything done.119

Of course, Fidel has always kept all power for himself. But at age
seventy-three in early 2000 his health has had some down times. At the
1997 congress he heaped praise on Raúl, who heads the military and is
second only to Fidel in all other major positions of power, as his suc-
cessor. Among other things, Fidel said that Raúl’s “reelection” as second
secretary “gives us much security and great tranquillity.” He had ac-
claimed Raúl before, of course, but when he was younger. Fidel repeated
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this praise after the congress, even though he is undoubtedly certain
that if he gets power Raúl, who spent two weeks in China, will make
changes like those Rodrı́guez Menier predicts. So why promote him?
Because besides wanting Cuba to have Latin America’s only remaining
family dynasty, Fidel recognizes mortality and knows that the years
remaining for his policies—which he says will never be changed—are
in fact numbered. He undoubtedly knows that whoever follows him will
have to go in the direction of serious and systematic market reforms,
which he has now said in his comments on Deng can be called “so-
cialist.” By elevatingRaúl during his lifetime, Fidel could both indirectly
influence the change and withdraw with his anti-imperialist, anticapi-
talist revolutionary credentials virtually untarnished. He could let Raúl
make the changes, take the heat, and reap the “credit,” as his favored
successor. Chinese-style reforms would benefit the majority of the
Cuban people without giving them “bourgeois” political freedoms,
which is why Castro finally came to accept and praise what Deng did.

Castro’s loudest critics in Washington and Miami, however, have
refused to accept Raúl as an alternative to Fidel, even by law in Helms-
Burton. But his taking power (if he survives Fidel) is probable whether
the lobby wants it or not, unlessWashington acts decisively to influence
events. Some critics of the embargo have long asked how the United
States can ostracize Castro on democracy and human rights grounds
when it promotes ties to China, which has similar failings. The embar-
go’s supporters usually argue correctly that Cuba has not made substan-
tive reforms like those in China. But if Cuba does make major changes,
would Congress reconsider Helms-Burton? The reality is that the old
and frail Fidel is running out of options. If he beats a “dignified and
stately” retreat, like the peers in Iolanthe, the prospects for a more
peaceful transition in Cuba will be enhanced. He will even get some
credit for promoting a reform-orientedRaúl and for having pushed open
the door to the future. By lifting the embargo the United States will
ease whatever transition of this sort may be in the cards and reduce the
prospects for a violent transition after Castro’s passing.
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Conclusions

In this essay, we have noted many reasons the embargo on Cuba should
be lifted, ranging from the possibility that current policy might drag the
U.S. military into fighting in Cuba to the impact the blatantly imperi-
alistic Helms-Burton Law will have on future U.S.-Cuban relations. A
policy that purports to be humanitarian is in fact largely a vendetta
against Fidel Castro. In fact, U.S. security interests in the Caribbean
have flip-flopped, and a policy that made sense during the cold war has
now become a threat to the well-being of the American and Cuban
people. It needs to be changed and it is up to politicians in Washington
to do so.

Americans are not prepared to commit the military resources that
alone could remove Fidel Castro from power.120 Thus Castro and Cuba’s
broader internal dynamics will continue to determine what happens on
the island, as even the best-informed embargo supporters acknowledge.
González and Nuccio conclude, for example, that “external actions are
neither likely to be able to alter profoundly the government’s economic
and political policies, nor quicken the pace of reforms, as long as the
Cuban leadership believes it is contrary to its interests to do so.” Mark
Falcoff concludes that for the foreseeable future the Cuban people “can
anticipate nothing but continued deprivation, hunger and economic
stagnation until the dictator himself is incapacitated or dies. Then and
only then will new options become available.”121 T. S. Eliot’s Rum Tum
Tugger (slightly paraphrased) had it right when he said, “Fidel Castro
will do, as Fidel Castro do do, and there’s no doing anything about it.”

No newoptions are available, that is, so long as our policy is virtually
dictated by Castro. There are options if our politicians will develop and
seize them. If they don’t, they alone are to blame, not Cuba’s dictator.
After a visit to Cuba in late 1999, columnist Thomas Friedman wrote
that “the U.S. and Cuban Governments have one thing in common
today—they’re both ready to mortgage Cuba’s future for its past.”122 But
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it is even worse than that, for U.S. policy also mortgages some of
America’s future to the past.

The tragedy of Elián González clearly demonstrates the negative
impact of a foreign policy that promotes confrontation without any
realistic hope of accomplishing its objectives. Responsibilities for the
plight of the young rafter boy who suddenly arrived off the coast of
Florida in November 1999 go back in two directions: to Fidel Castro in
Cuba, who is out of our control, and to politicians inWashington.These
are the politicians who passed the Helms-Burton Law itself and the
assorted immigration regulations that make injustices and conflict in-
evitable. For example, U.S. immigration policy tempts Cubans—but
not Haitians or Chinese or North Koreans—to defect with offers of
automatic residency if they but touch dry land in America, while it
simultaneously turns the U.S. Coast Guard into Castro’s border patrol
to try to prevent them from doing so.123 Elián González did not reach
dry land on his own but was brought there by the Coast Guard. Then
he was placed in the custody of a great-uncle in Miami. Not only were
those relatives predictably unwilling to give the boy back when the INS
finally decided he should be with his father in Cuba, but the resulting
response to the INS ruling became seriously divisive among Americans
generally. The result was all sorts of schemes for keeping the boy here
or getting him home. Polls suggest that Cuban Americans overwhelm-
ingly supported his staying here, and many politicians concluded the
same, while the majority of Americans generally thought he should
return to his father and grandparents.124 At this writing, the outcome is
pending, but the hostilities between Cuba and the United States, and
among Americans, because of this incident are escalating and will not
be quickly forgotten. In this and other cases, confrontation is what U.S.
policy promotes, and confrontation and crisis is what it causes. The only
good things about the González incident are that the uproar has drawn
attention to an outdated and inequitable U.S. immigration policy, the
inordinate political clout exercised by a militant minority in Miami,
and the degree towhichmanypoliticians support thewishes of amilitant
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community, seemingly to court their votes, over the interests of the
nation as a whole.

Here is the great irony of current U.S. policy. During the cold war,
Castro’s Soviet-oriented policies were a challenge to U.S. interests,
Washington was constantly at war in various ways with the Cuban
leader, and Fidel was the most fulfilled guy in the Caribbean. Today
Castro’s foreign policies are generally conducted according to interna-
tional expectations, and his strategic significance for the United States
is roughly zero. But U.S. policy has not changed, and Castro’s interna-
tional political life remains a lot more fulfilling than it should be. In
recent years the Cuban leader has increasingly become what he most
resents but can’t escape on his own, namely, a creature of his relations
with theUnitedStates. But he has not been onhis own.Hehasmanaged
to hold onto some of his former, although now faded, glory with the
essential aid of Cuban Americans, those he brands worms. The irony is
that those who proclaim themselves Castro’s worst enemies have in
practice become his best friends and the guarantors of his heritage as an
unflinching “anti-imperialist,” still defying what he calls U.S. efforts to
stamp out any diversity in the world.

Castro correctly argues that U.S. policy toward Cuba is part of a
broader U.S. relationship with the world. That relationship took a
wrong turn during the Clinton administration whenWashington began
using American power with increasing arrogance and recklessness. In
the Caribbean, this is seen in the continuing effort to defend the em-
bargo on “moral” and other grounds, and the assumption that the rafter
boy would be better off inAmerica thanwith his closest familymembers
in Cuba. More broadly, the recklessness and arrogance are reflected in
Washington’s self-assigned role as leader—with Great Britain’s prime
minister Tony Blair—of an international moral and political police
force. The critical action of this “humanitarian” imperialism was the
1999 bombing of Yugoslavia.125

International opposition to the embargo and support for the return
of Elián González to his family are not the only propaganda victories
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Castro has had recently. In moving to make several Western countries
the political and cultural police force of the world, the Clinton admin-
istration has given life to Castro’s “warnings” that America’s long-term
goal is still to dominate the world. The implications of this new “hu-
manitarian” internationalism—to “right wrongs and prosecute just
causes,” as Tony Blair put it in 1999—are grave indeed. Among other
things, it has already set in motion a possible new realignment of the
world by driving the edge of a wedge between the democratic West and
the developing nations, including Russia and China, who feel threat-
ened by the new use of American power. Castro will be an enthusiastic
member of any group dedicated to guarding against what Russia’s Jan-
uary 2000 SecurityDeclarationhas called “a unipolar world surrounding
the United States and its allies,” a “threat” Castro has been pointing to
for years.126 Although most political leaders around the world today
know that socialism doesn’t work, they are also learning that for many
reasons market reforms are not as easy to implement and consolidate as
many of their advocates originally thought and said. Each complication
or failure gives Castro, and others, a growing audience among the frus-
trated and the demagogues of the world.127 Of course, although the
difficulties of implementing market reforms do not logically mean they
should be abandoned in favor of caudillo statism, that response to
problems is deeply ingrained in Latin America’s past and could play a
role again in the region’s future, spurred by Castro’s advocacy.

When we propose lifting the embargo we are not endorsing Castro’s
leadership of Cuba but suggesting a more effective use of the resources
America has available—and is willing to commit—to achieve the best
outcome for the United States and Cuba. It is time Americans put this
issue of Fidel Castro in perspective. RichardNixon andHenry Kissinger
went to China in 1972—during the Cultural Revolution, no less—to
talk with Mao Zedong, whose policies during the Great Leap Forward
just over a decade earlier had killed enough people to equal the current
total population of Cuba three times over. President Clinton has ne-
gotiatedwith and feted formerPLOguerrilla chieftain (now “Palestinian
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leader”) Yasir Arafat. In l999, the United States even struck a deal to
lift the embargo on Stalinist North Korea and the discussions in North-
ern Ireland are serious if incomplete. Is Castro really more intractable
than Mao and Arafat and Kim?

There are two basic ways to lift the embargo however intractable
Castro proves to be: all at once or piecemeal. Lifting it unilaterally and
all at oncewould be the betterway to go. The act should be accompanied
by clear statements that Castro has been dropped fromAmerica’s “Most
Wanted” to its “Least Relevant” list. The point is not that declaring a
one-sided truce with Castro—by lifting the embargo—will necessarily
bring democracy to and improved human rights in Cuba but rather that
the embargo has not brought these either, shows no signs whatsoever
of being able to do so in the future, and has many actual and potential
bad side effects. In fact, past experiences suggest that lifting the embargo,
like earlier conciliatory gestures, may even spark a negative reaction
from Castro.128 If so, so be it. It is time for Washington politicians to
make policy on behalf of this nation as a whole irrespective of the
pressures of interested constituencies here or abroad.

Unilateral lifting of the sanctions is less practical, however, than a
gradualism that doesn’t force members of Congress to stand tall on an
issue of little importance to most Americans but of passionate concern
to a small, politically aggressive minority. It would be better to lift the
embargo piecemeal than not at all if we do so on our own rationally
decided timetable, irrespective of what outrageous actions Fidel Castro
may undertake. Many embargo supporters will not even contemplate
lifting the sanctions while the Castro brothers are in power. This is by
definition a nonstarter. Seemingly more realistic sanctions supporters
speak of an essential quid pro quo and say that the United States needs
genuine reform in Cuba—or at the very least an “excuse” or cover—to
lift the embargo. But this argument is equally problematical. A quid pro
quo or indirect negotiation path gives Castro the opportunity to shift
the focus of discussion from his own domestic failures and repression,
and what would increasingly be his own international irrelevance, to
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U.S. interference in Cuban affairs. In effect it gives him a veto over
U.S. policy. Therefore the path of giving U.S. politicians a “way out”
won’t in fact work because Castro will twist it to his interests. Better to
just do it unilaterally on our own timetable.

For the time being it appears U.S. policy will remain reactive—to
Castro and to Cuban American pressure groups—irrespective of the
interests of Americans and Cubans as a whole. Like parrots, all presi-
dential hopefuls in the 2000 presidential elections propose varying ver-
sions of the current failed policy. We have made much here of the
negative role of the Cuba lobby, but we close by reiterating that their
advocacy has not usually been different in kind from that of other
pressure groups, simply much more effective. The buck falls on the
politicians who cannot see the need for, or are afraid to support, a new
policy for the post–cold war world.
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